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HEARING ON EVEN START AND FAMILY LITERACY PROGRAMS UNDER
THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1999

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:31 a.m., in Room 2175, Rayburn
House Office Building, Hon. William Goodling [Chairman of the Committee] presiding.

Present: Representatives Goodling, Petri, Barrett, McKeon, Talent, Souder,
Schaffer, Deal, DeMint, Isakson, Clay, Kildee, Martinez, Woolsey, McCarthy, Tierney,
Kind, Sanchez, Ford, Kucinich, Wu, and Holt.

Staff present: Sally Lovejoy, Majority Senior Education Policy Advisor; Michael
Reynard, Majority Media Assistant; Lynn Selmser, Majority Professional Staff Member;
Kevin Talley, Majority Staff Director; Shane Wright, Majority Legislative Assistant; Dan
Lara, Majority Press Secretary; Alex Nock, Minority Education Legislative Associate,
June Harris, Minority Education Coordinator; Roxana Folescu, Minority Education Staff
Assistant; Gail Weiss, Minority Staff Director; Mark Zuckerman,_Minority General
Counsel; Marshall Grigsby, Minority Education Legislative Associate; and Mary Ellen
-Ardouny, Minority Education Legislative Associate.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WILLIAM F. GOODLING,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, DC

Chairman Goodling. [presiding] Good morning. We are pleased to have all of you
with us to talk about family literacy.

As Members have heard me say many times, I was so embarrassed with the way I
was using Title I or Chapter I money, I don't remember which it was way back then,
when I was a superintendent of a school. Because we would never know how much we

(1)
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were getting; we never knew when we were getting it; and normally it came in October or
November, after your planning was supposed to have been completed. So finally, I threw
up my hands and said, "Well, at least we should be able to go out and do something with
the parents and the children long before they get to school. Because we know every
person in the district that dropped out of school; we know every older brother or sister
that dropped out of school; and we know every parent that dropped out of school. Why
don't we see whether we can ahead of time?"

So we went out and went into the homes and spent several months working with
the parent and the children in the home. We didn't bring them into a session in school
even after we finished that. Mostly, we took them to a room in a church so they didn't,
all of a sudden, have that school setting, because they were only 3-and 4-year-olds.

We found that their parents began coming to PTA meetings that they had never
come to, and started participating. We found that the children, when they arrived in
school, were reading-ready and ready to go; it was a great experience. I always say I
don't know how it took us so long to realize if you don't deal with the entire family, you
are not going to accomplish very much. So it took us a long time to understand that.

So I am happy to have you here today. We are hoping that, when they are
finished with the struggle over the appropriation process, that family literacy will have
done well.

[The statement of Chairman Goodling follows:I

WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WILLIAM F. GOODLING,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, DC SEE APPENDIX A

Chairman Goodling. I would now turn to the Ranking Member, Mr. Clay.

OPENING STATEMENT OF RANKING MEMBER WILLIAM CLAY,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Clay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning.

Today's hearing on Even Start and family literacy highlights two of the many
successes in the use of Federal education funds at the local level. Both the Even Start
Program and the use of family literacy by other programs, such as title 1, have been
shown to increase student achievement and the educational and parenting ability of
families generally.

The testimony that we will hear today will be useful as we proceed with the
reauthorization of Even Start and other Federal education programs.
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In the last Congress, we passed President Clinton's America Reads Reading
Excellence Act which helps children leam to read well by the end of the third grade
through tutoring, teacher training, and family literacy activities.

This year the administration has proposed significant increases for prograths to
help adults master literacy and other basic skills, including a $103-million increase to
expand State, literacy efforts for immigrants and other limited English-proficient adults.

Literacy, Mr. Chairman, is a gateway skill necessary to succeed in today's
workplace. Unfortunately, we have yet to fully grasp the significance of our Nation's
literacy problem. American businesses lose an estimated $60 billion in productivity each
year due to employees' lack of basic skills. In addition, approximately 20 percent of
America's workers have low basic skills, and 75 percent of unemployed adults have
reading or writing difficulties. Workers who lack high school diplomas earn monthly
incomes of $452 compared to $1,829 for those with a bachelor's degree. Mr: Chairman, I
look forward to the testimony today and welcome the witnesses, hoping that-we continue
to focus on the positive nature of our Federal education investments in future hearings.

I yield back the balance of my time.

Chairman Goodling. Any other comments?

[No response.]

If not, our witnesses are Sharon Darling, president of National Center for Family
Literacy -- and of course, I called on her when I tried to move our Even Start Program, to
come and tell us what it is we should know. She is the founder of the National Center for
Family Literacy. She will provide the Committee with an overview of family literacy
concepts. She will also outline the components of a quality family literacy program.

Andy Hartman,-we all -- or most of us are old enough know Dr. Hartman from
when he was here with the Committee. He was a former staff member of the Committee
and staff director; he will discuss the importance of evaluations on the Even Start
Program, and the use of instructional programs based on scientific research.

Cheryl Keenan is the director of the Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy
Education with the Pennsylvania Department of Education. She is the head of Adult
Education for the State of Pennsylvania and she manages the Even Start Program for the
State.

.Mary Brown is the program supervisor of the Even Start Family Education
Program in Oklahom City Public Schools.

Ms. Dayle-Bailey is the adult-education/parenting educator for the Richmond
County Family Literacy Project in Rockingham, North Carolina.

And Sister Barbara Ann English from the Notre Dame Mission AmeriCorp
Volunteer Program in Baltimore, Maryland.
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So we are happy to have all of you, and we will start and go down the line.

All of your statement will appear in the record, and summarize if you can so that
we have time to ask questions.

Sharon.

STATEMENT OF MS. SHARON DARLING, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CENTER
FOR FAMILY LITERACY, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Ms. Darling. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman Goodling, and I hope that this Nation
can find some way to honor you for your incredible contribution to families throughout
this Nation as we move forward.

And I appreciate the opportunity to be here, and thank you to the Committee
Members for inviting me to testify today.

Chairman Goodling. Mr. Clay has already indicated he is going to give me $100,000.

[Laughter.]

Just to get rid of me.

[Laughter.]

Ms. Darling. It is not nearly enough. I am sure if we took up a collection, maybe we
could find a little more.

It is a wonderful opportunity to be here to talk about family literacy. I was here in
1988 at the first hearing on family literacy, and it was an incredible experience then, as
we started thinking about the Even Start legislation. So it is fitting to come back and let
you know how we are doing in the Nation in family literacy.

My role today is going to be to talk to you a little bit about the national movement
of family literacy; what it is exactly that we are doing; and how it is working. I will make
a few brief suggestions and recommendations about the reauthorization of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. More detailed recommendations are in my written
testimony.

As you well know, the under-education of parents is so linked to their children's
success in school that sometimes parents who don't have basic skills not only lack the
resources to be citizens and workers, but they also lack the resources to provide both
educational and noneducational support for their children in the home. That the failure of
children and the reading test scores that we see of the bottom 20 percent of our children
are so tied to their parents, the parental involvement of their parents, and basic skills of
their parents; that it is essential that family literacy be front and center in the
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reauthorization of the ESEA, and particularly: in Title 1.

Family literacy, as it spread across the Nation, has really embedded itself in a
number of Federal programs and I think epitomizes-what we would like to see in funding
streams of Federal programs coming together at the local level. Which is that we would
no longer have silos of funding, but have funding. that comes together to focus on a whole
family. The synergy of that is what we really would.like to see at the local level with
many - programs, and family literacy. typifies that and epitomizes that for the Nation.

Family literacy, in its most comprehensive form, is that defined in legislation in
the Adult Education Act, the Community Services Block Grant Act, Even Start, and Read
Start, which is really the interactive literacy activities between parents and their children,
training for parents regarding how to be the primary teacher for their children and full
partners in the education of their children;parent and.literacy training, and age-
appropriate education for children.

What that really means is that we are helping parents get the skills they need to
become self-sufficient, to be employed, and the skills they need to help-their children as
they go through school. It-also means that we are helping children getthat.start that they
need in order to be competitive with their more advantaged peers. We are also helping
those children, as they move through our elementary grades, be successful. It also means
that we are helping parents, sometimes for the first time, come together with their own
children and learn to help-those children-and-learn to be the parents that they want to be
and be:the support for their child's education.

It is a very powerful intervention, but it is very comprehensive. It is integrated; it
is intensive, and it needs to be of sufficient duration to actually help the-bottom 20
percent of those parents and.children in our Nation.

When iris well implemented and of high quality, it produces excellent results, and
those results will carry us forward for this generation and the next.

I want to share with you just a few studies about what we know about how family
literacy is working. The National Center for Family Literacy has been looking at many
research studies.around the country tracking parents and children. Actually at our center,
we have-7,000-families that we have been tracking all over the country for the past 8
years. I want to just talk about a few -of the studies that have been done on family literacy
programs.

This particular one is on Even Start. In 1997, there was a study of 534 children
who were studied, looking at them when they enrolled as 3-and 4-year-old children, and
now they are in the K-5 system. What happened to those children along the way? Did
the spiral that started up continue up?

What we found was that they were ranked very, very high above average on
.almost all skills contributing to school success, and 90 percent of those children showed
satisfactory-grades as they moved through the K-5 system. Their parents, also, 54
.percent of them got a GED; 45 percent of them who were on public assistance were
removed from public assistance, and we know that it is an excellent welfare strategy.
Family literacy really looks at two generations and moving both to self-sufficiency, not
sacrificing one for the other. Fifty percent of those who were not in education and

10
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training, and a large percentage of them were, were employed. We also found that things
changed in the homes. Parents started talking to their children about school, visiting their
children's school, were highly involved in their children's education.

We have looked over time at the statistically significant changes in families, and
we know that if we really bring the whole family into the equation, we can make
sustainable changes.

It is with that backdrop that I would like to make a couple of recommendations:
That we acknowledge the fact that the bottom 20 percent of the children are not going to
be able to be helped fully unless we help their parents as well. So there needs to be a
much stronger definition of family literacy in the ESEA reauthorization in all Titles,
particularly Title I and the Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration Project. We
can no longer limit that to only the schoolhouse walls. We really need to look beyond
that and send a message, that it is about the home and the family as well as the schools,
and we need to really take that on if we are going to be successful.

One specific recommendation is for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, a population of
Native Americans who are generally left out of the mainstream. Family literacy is highly
successful on Native American reservations. We have been working on 21 since 1991. I
would strongly recommend that in order to expand those programs, that the BIA be
allowed to be a State agency for the purposes of Even Start, just as they are with title 1,
so that we can more effectively use those resources.

I would also like to close by saying that Congressman Goodling was generous
enough to conduct a policy roundtable with Representative Ernie Fletcher and
Representative Anne Northup at the National Conference on Family Literacy last month.
At this public forum, some of these recommendations were discussed. A transcript of
that event is being prepared by a court reporter and will be distributed to the members of
this Committee. And once the transcript has been received, I respectfully ask the
Chairman that the transcript be submitted for the record.

I think we know that family literacy works; it can be an important strategy in the
success of students in this Nation. We really need to put a stronger emphasis on it as we
reauthorize the ESEA.

Thank you.

[The statement of Ms. Darling follows:)

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF MS. SHARON DARLING, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CENTER FOR FAMILY LITERACY, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY SEE APPENDIX
B

Chairman Goodling. Thank you very much.

I recognize the Ranking Member for introduction.
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Mr. Clay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to acknowledge and recognize the presence at the hearing this
morning of some 80 .andents from Capitol Commitment, which is a nonprofit training
school headquartered here in the District of Columbia.

Capitol Commitment provides job skills training into telecommunications, and
when the graduates complete their courses, they work as telephone technicians. And I
think they are proud of a 97 percent placement record after graduation and a retention
record of 75 percent.

So, I want to say "thank you" to this program. It is evidence that some Federal
programs do work, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Goodling. And the jobs are unlimited; all you have to do is be prepared. So,
thank you for getting prepared. Dr. Hartman.

STATEMENT OF DR. ANDREW HARTMAN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR LITERACY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. Hartman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

This is for me a really special pleasure to be able to be part of a hearing on Even
Start. And since you mentioned, I was a part of your staff when we both came and were
talking about your experiences in Pennsylvania and started considering creating
legislation around it. We had the first hearings that Sharon Darling was a participant in.
And I would assume Mr. Kildee was also, as the Chairman of the Subcommittee at that
time, a part of that as well. And Mr. Houghton was very involved.

So it is really great to be here so many years later -- 11 years later -- from when it
was signed into law, and really to celebrate how it has turned from an idea into a
program, and really, as you saw in Kentucky, into a movement around the country. What
I find very exciting is what is happening at the State and local levels. States like
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Arizona, and others are using their own funds, and local
programs and local cities and towns are using their own monies to investment in family
literacy. Probably the best sign of success is when someone else takes the money out of
their pocket and sees the value and spends it on an issue. And that is happening with
family literacy, as you know.

I would really like to focus on two things this morning. One thing I would say,
being on this side versus that side, is it seems like the red light comes on a lot faster from
down here so, I am going to try to move very quickly through the two topics.

One is to talk really briefly about the national evaluations that have gone on since
the day one of Even Start. This program has been evaluated very well. And, secondly,
what some of the research base on literacy development might indicate for improving

12
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Even Start practices.

Let me just start off by saying that the research base for the basic premise that
parents have to be, and are, a key part of helping children become readers and becoming
literate and successful in school has gotten stronger since 1988 when we had the first
hearing on Even Start.

In a recent presentation, Dr. Reid Lyon, from the National Institute for Health --
many of you know his work on reading -- who was speaking about what is it that causes
and we need to deal with in preventing reading difficulties in children. He listed having
language and literacy experiences during infancy and the preschool years as one of the
six factors that researchers clearly indicated have a major role in preventing reading
difficulties. What happens before children get to school and when they are in school at
home and in the community is critically important. He pointed to 45 separate researchers
and their work that have been published in scientific journals to support that. So it is
irrefutable, from a research base, that what Even Start is attempting to deal with is
absolutely critical.

What we did not have at the time, when we were trying to get Even Start into law,
really was a programmatic approach to how to then help parents, particularly those who
have the lowest literacy skills, take that step forward and become really empowered to be
their children's first and best teachers, as you said.

I think we really have to remember and be honest about that. We knew the
problem, and their had been experiences like yours in Pennsylvania, and Sharon's in
Kentucky, but we didn't, frankly, have a research base on the implementation and the
programmatic part. So when I talk about the Even Start evaluation, I think we have to
see it like we see medical research and a lot of business research, is that it is an ongoing
effort to continuously find better and better solutions to the problem. We didn't know the
answer and the perfect program 10 years ago, and we don't know it today, frankly, but we
are getting closer.

Let me talk about a couple of things we have teamed from the evaluation. One,
Even Start is targeting the absolutely right parents; 87 percent of parents of children in
Even Start are school dropouts; 54 percent have dropped out before the 9th grade. So
these are some of the most educationally in need parents in our whole country. In
addition, the parents are getting younger, and many, many are below the poverty level.

On the outcome side is a bit of a mixed message. The results for the children
have been positive and encouraging. In the very first evaluation where they had a control
group involved, the children in Even Start outpaced the control group. Parents are getting
GED's in Even Start programs at almost four times the rate than they would otherwise
from the same research.

One of the things we did not see is a kind of strong literacy gains in the parents
that we would hope to see outside of the GED gains, particularly in parents who have
very low literacy levels, and whose GED is still probably several years outside their
grasp; we didn't see the kind of literacy gains. We did see increases in home support for
literacy types of activities in the Even Start sample.
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One of the other things we have learned, in general, is how to do evaluations
better. There is a third evaluation being conducted right now by Abt Associates, funded
by the U.S. Department of Education. And you know Mary Jean LeTendre and Pat
McKee have been doing a great job in terms of implementing this act. That is going to be
the largest and best evaluation to date. There will be a control group of a large number of
parents, and we will get the best data ever. This will probably a year from now that we
will have new data on a more recent sample of Even Start programs with better research,
a better model that we have learned from the first two waves of evaluation.

Secondly, we have learned some very specific things, and those have been put
into the law. The law has been amended based on what we have learned from the
evaluations. There has been technical assistance to help programs implement it, and the
results have improved as a result.

The intensity issue is one. You, Congressman Goodling,.amended Even Start
several years ago because of the first evaluation showing that there was not an intense
enough level of educational.services for the parents and families. People just weren't
coming enough and getting enough services. The law was changed. Lynn Selmser and
others on the Minority staff worked with you in a bipartisan way to change the law.
Mary Jean LeTendre and her staff and Sharon Darling and the Center for Family Literacy
have done technical assistance and helped programs to understand how to do that better.
And it has made a difference in the services.

What we have also learned, as I said, is this has to be a continuous effort. We
need to keep looking to do this better, and I would suggest two recommendations.

One is we need to look at the adult education component. Sharon talked about the
four components of family literacy. When you think about it, we are really just asking
children to do what we want every children to do, but do it better and to keep up with
their peers. We are asking the parents to do two things. One is improve your literacy
skills. Get your GED; get a better job; but also use those skills to help, when you go
home, help your child so he or she, herself, will improve their literacy skills. For an adult
with very little literacy skills, this is a tremendous undertaking. And it will take an
excellent, very targeted, well -run, adult education piece to make that happen.

I think we have not probab adequately worked with the adult education
component, which is often an existing adult ed program in a community, to have them
provide the family literacy piece of adult education to the extent that it needs to.

The new amendments that were put into the Adult Ed Act by the Workforce and
Investment Act that makes family literacy a bigger part of adult education, I think will go
a long way to helping that.

Finally, I would just say that the work that has been going on for the last 20 years
-- and Mr. Clay talkcr about the Reading Excellent Act -- about what we have learned
about how human beings, but children as well, learn to read.. It has been some of the best
and most ground-breaking work in education over all anywhere in the world, and at any
one place or time. And the Reading Excellence Act is going to do a great job of getting
that out.
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The focus of taking that research and testing and really developing, through
research, implementation and interventions has been mostly focused on the classroom
context, which is where the Reading Excellence Act is primarily focused.

There hasn't really been adequate resources spent on taking that knowledge base
and looking at the family literacy context and situation and creating models that will take
that research and bring it in to the intergenerational approach. And as a result, we really
haven't adequately taken advantage of that research in the family literacy programs, I
believe.

I think the Institute for Literacy, the Department of Education, and NICHD could
and should all work together. But, franldy, I think we would need some support to fund
this kind of work that we need to get done to develop those models, so we would see the
results that I know you want.

Thank you.

[The statement of Dr. Hartman follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF DR. ANDREW HARTMAN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR LITERACY, WASHINGTON, D.C. SEE APPENDIX C

Chairman Good ling. Ms. Keenan.

STATEMENT OF MS. CHERYL KEENAN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF ADULT
BASIC AND LITERACY EDUCATION, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Ms. Keenan. Good morning Mr. Goodling and Members of the Committee.

I would like to thank you, first, for your longstanding support of the Even Start
program and target my remarks today to issues of family literacy that are specific to
Pennsylvania, and to tell you about how Pennsylvania has used the Even Start Program to
jettison larger efforts in Pennsylvania designed to support issues that are specific to
Pennsylvania's needs.

I hope that my testimony provides you with an illustrative example of why States
need flexible Federal legislation to accomplish its goals.

First, I would like to tell you a little bit about myself. My name is Cheryl
Keenan; I am the director of the Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy Education in the
Pennsylvania Department of Education, and I am responsible for the administration ofthe
Even Start Family Literacy Program, as well as Title II of the Workforce Investment Act,
the Adult Education and Family Literacy Act, and some related State programs.
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My comments today come from the perspective of someone who is responsible
for designing State programs that leverage State, Federal and local resources to fit the
needs of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania under the leadership of our Governor, Tom
Ridge.

The work of this current Congress, specifically in advancing the opportunities to
design comprehensive family literacy services, is well noted. And the opportunities that
you have provided to States through title II of WIA, throughtheReading Excellence Act,
through Head Start, through Even Start, and through the Community Services Block
Grant give us unparalleled opportunities to use family literacy to accomplish multiple
public policy priorities. So with that, I would like to tell you a story about Pennsylvania.

In 1992, when Even Start was transferred from Federal to State control,
Pennsylvania was awarded about $3.3.million. And with those Federal resources, we
funded 15 Even Start projects, and over the years, they grew to 24.projects by about
1998. So that in this period of time, Pennsylvania really did grow strong expertise in
family literacy and a strong base of support for family literacy services.

During the 1998-1999 State budget process, Governor Ridge proposed a new
State family literacy initiative which earmarked $3 million of State adult literacy
appropriation for family literacy services. So in the early days of policy decision making
about this new program in Pennsylvania, we turned to our Even Start programs to advise
us on issues of practice. And one of the first decisions that we made was to merge Even
Start and the Pennsylvania Family Literacy Program into one comprehensive Statewide
program of family literacy.

That decision alone allowed us to leverage the current Federal money to effect an
$8-million Statewide program of family literacy; something that I think is well noted in
the history of how States are approaching family literacy. The net result of that merging
allowed us to fund 53 programs of family literacy in the State. Those programs were in
36 different counties and were designed to serve 2,500 families in Pennsylvania. So the
existence of the Even Start Program was instrumental in Pennsylvania achieving its
family literacy goals.

The second point that I would like to make is that States need flexible pieces of
Federal legislation to achieve State - determined. policies and priorities. In designing the
family literacy program in Pennsylvania, we reflected on the major priorities of our
Governor and in the needs of our Commonwealth, especially in terms of the education
agenda and the economic and workforce development agenda. So the family literacy
program was designed to support and add value to existing Commonwealth initiatives.
And I would like to give you a few illustrative examples of that.

First, in Pennsylvania, family literacy supports academic achievement for all
students, as defined bv. the Pennsylvania Academic Standards. It does this by providing
preschool children w h appropriate early childhood experiences to ensure that children
enter school with the readiness skills that they need for academic success. And it
prepares parents to be active partners in the literacy acquisition of their children.

Secondly, family literacy in Pennsylvania supports the. Governor's early childhood
reading initiative, Read to Succeed. That program is designed to ensure that all children
will be able to read with comprehension no later than the end of the third-grade. -Read to
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Succeed acknowledges the importance of parent support of children in literacy
acquisition, which, of course, is a primary tenet in all family literacy programs.

Third, in Pennsylvania, family literacy works collaboratively with strong public
libraries. In Pennsylvania, our Governor has doubled our public resources for libraries to
strengthen the library infrastructure. And in Pennsylvania, we have partnered with the
library system to be sure that there are extensive reading opportunities that are available
for families during the summer months, and extended reading activities into the
community.

Fourth, it supports our economic development agenda by being sure that in the
adult components, that there is a critical integration of work-based skills into the adult
education curriculum.

Lastly, it prepares adults for economic self-sufficiency by working specifically
with welfare recipients and prioritizing services based on an individual's welfare status,
by varying the degrees of intensity of services that welfare recipients get depending on
where they are in their timelines with welfare reform, and by including family literacy
services into an individual's agreement of mutual responsibility and providing special
Welfare-to-Work demonstration grants.

So in these ways, family literacy is supporting the broad policy goals that have
been set to address the needs of Pennsylvania's citizens. And I would hope that
Congress, in reauthorizing Even Start, will understand that States require optimal
flexibility in order to pull State and Federal programs together in ways that address State-
specific needs, because there are no cookie-cutter approaches for literacy that fit all 50
States.

Very quickly, a third point that I would like to make is to talk a little bit about
how Pennsylvania is approaching accountability for family literacy programs and to
make the point that, in Pennsylvania, we believe that the ultimate accountability that
exists is between the Commonwealth and its local programs, because, ultimately,
Pennsylvania has the greatest need to ensure that its citizens are properly served.

We have in adult education put into place program performance standards for
accountability and continuous improvement projects prior to the enactment of WIA to
demonstrate that accountability is important to us. And we are planning to do thesame
with our family literacy program whether or not it is contained in reauthorization
language that accountability is important to States.

So, in conclusion, what I want to reemphasize is that Pennsylvania has used the
opportunities provided by the Federal Even Start Program to create the existence of a
strong Statewide comprehensive family literacy program; that we would not have been
able to do that without Even Start; and without Even Start, it would be unlikely that we
would have mobilized our State resources as quickly as we did to achieve our goals.

But more importantly, Pennsylvania has managed to use the family literacy
program to support what Pennsylvania needs to ensure the academic success of its
students and realize its economic development agenda.
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Our approach to accountability is one that makes sense for the quality of our
programs and for coordinating those measures with other initiatives that family literacy
supports.

So, by implementing specific State initiatives, such as Read to Succeed, the
Pennsylvania Acadethic Standards, and Team Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania has positioned
family literacy to be an important contributor to the things that are important to
Pennsylvania--its children, its families, its communities, and its competitive advantage
for its businesses and its citizens.

Thank you.

[The statement of Ms. Keenan follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF MS. CHERYL KEENAN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF
ADULT BASIC AND LITERACY EDUCATION, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA SEE APPENDIX D

Chairman Goodling. Ms. Bailey.

STATEMENT OF MS. DAYLE BAILEY, ADULT EDUCATION/PARENTING
EDUCATOR, RICHMOND COUNTY FAMILY LITERACY PROJECT,
ROCKINGHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

Ms. Bailey. Good morning Chairman Goodling and fellow Committee Members.

I appreciate the opportunity to tell you today about Even Start and how this
program and the opportunities it offers is making a big difference in the families in
Richmond County, North Carolina.

Our Even Start Program began 6 years ago as many other family literacy
programs have begun, when a disturbing trend was seen to be developing in which
children would come for kindergarten registration with severe developmental delays and
modalities, particularly in the area of language, with delays of up to two years. And
when you are talking about a 4 to 5-year-old child who is entering school two years
behind where he or she should be, this child is really coming to school being set up for
failure. Because of this, our family literacy programs have developed.

Many of the parents really love their children as we love our children, but they
didn't really realize importance that they had to play in the educational success of
their child by participating--by reading to their child and by participating in the school
system. Many of the parents lacked support systems. There were services in the
community to which they could go to improve their lives, but in many cases, there were
barriers that prevented them from utilizing these services, such as lack of transportation,
no child care for younger siblings, or poor communication skills due to which they really
could not find out what services were offered and which services for which they were
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qualified.

So we feel we have found a solution in the Even Start Family Literacy Program,
which provides the basis for an effective home/school/community partnership. Not only
does Even Start provide educational opportunities for parents and their children, but it
also offers an opportunity to centralize, coordinate, and build upon existing community
agencies. Therefore, the agencies, instead of duplicating services, are all pulling together
with Even Start as the hub of the services, to offer more comprehensive services to
family.

Through the four components of the program, parents come to school at our site.
We are a rural community, literally on the wrong side of the tracks, in the lowest
socioeconomic area of the county. We are a very comprehensive family literacy program
that offers early childhood education, NAEYC-certified preschool programs. This is our
6th year, and each year of the 6 years, for 9 months instruction, our preschool students
have gained from h op 24 months in language skills.

At the same time, the parents are provided opportunities and experiences through
parenting in order to practice parenting skills; through parent and child together time, to
team from one another; and from experts-in the community as different agencies work
together, to practice parenting skills and to learn more effective.parenting skills. And, of
course, in parenting there is a very strong literacy focus through reading programs such
as Mother Read and Book-It, and we have our own lending library in which parents can
check out books and toys and games for their children. They all have library cards; we
go to the library, and the librarian comes and does story hour with us.

And we have found through parenting .that we have seen changes in the parents,
who actually at one time did not even know how to play with their children, who will
now play with their children, who read to their children, who eagerly take home books,
and are really becoming more and more partners in their child's education.

We also try.very hard to offer a-welcoming, supportive environment for these
adult students who come to school. Many of them had very unhappy. school experiences
themselves, and so we feel it is very important to make them realize-that they are wanted
and welcome. And because of-this, our average attendance rate.for.the last 6 years has
been-90 percent-or higher. Our retention rate, until the parents have met goals each
year or beyond that year, has been 85 percent.or higher, also. And we credit this to trying
to meet the students' needs, not trying to fit them into our perception of what we feel they
should learn, but them telling-us what they want to team and feel they should learn in
meeting their need.

One of the speakers had mentioned the area of adult education, and when we first
began 6 years ago, the focus seemed to be in adult education on getting that GED, and
that is what most parents, as they 'came in, wanted to get. Some, of-course, would
probably never get to that point, but we have worked with them on reading and writing
and math, because this is what they:wanted. But within the last 6 years, there have. been
many changes made. And one of these is due to the Welfare-to-Work Program.

Over 40 percent of our students now are participating in Welfare-to-Work, and
when they enter our programthey.want a job, and they want us to teach them the
necessary skills in order thatthey might go out and get-a job. And we feel strongly that

19.
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academic skills must be tied in with whatever literacy skills the parents need in their
lives. And so we have worked very hard through the Human Resource Development
Program of our college, through teaching computer skills, through having parents
volunteer in the offices in the school and learning about business machines and
answering telephones. And we have tied in with our academic and parenting skills many
workplace literacy skills in order to meet the continuing needs of our students.

We have served over 200 families in the last 6 years, and of these families, we
have seen many go on to college. We have six who have gone and finished the teacher
trainer in order to be teacher assistants and substitute teachers. We have hired two of
them in our program as a matter of fact. And we also see a ripple effect. These parents
are going out; they are getting jobs; they are earning their GED's. They are attending
PTO meetings; they are attending parent-teacher conferences, and they are referring
family members to us, and they are our best recruiters, as we meet their needs.

And we strongly feel that with many families today that seem to be in crisis, the
problem seems to be in the breakdown of the family unit. For some reason, the parents
are not able any longer to support their children's education, and they are not able to help
out as they should. And so since the problem seems to lie within the families, we feel
strongly that the solution to the problem must also lie within the families. And we feel
that the Even Start Family Literacy Program is a very viable and proven resource for
helping families in our communities.

Thank you.

[The statement of Ms. Bailey follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF MS. DAYLE BAILEY, ADULT
EDUCATION/PARENTING EDUCATOR, RICHMOND COUNTY FAMILY
LITERACY PROJECT, ROCKINGHAM, NORTH CAROLINA SEE APPENDIX E

Chairman Goodling. Ms. Brown.

STATEMENT OF MS. MARY BROWN, PROGRAM SUPERVISOR, EVEN
START FAMILY EDUCATION PROGRAM, OKLAHOMA CITY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Ms. Brown. Thank you. I also would like to say what a privilege it is to be here to speak
to you, again, about Even Start. It was my pleasure several years ago to come and be a
part of a hearing on educational programs that work. And, of course, I believe with all
my heart that Even Start is one of those educational programs that really work.

I would like to say "Amen" to all the wonderful things they have said about their
Even Start programs because all those kinds of wonderful things are also happening in
my Even Start program in Oklahoma City.

ni 0
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But, specifically, today, I would like to tell you in my testimony what can happen
when Title I and Even Start really work together.

The Oklahoma City Public Schools Family Literacy Program received Even Start
funds for the legislated limit of 8 years. It was validated as a model program by the U.S.
Department of Education in May of.1993. By the end of 8 years, the program had
developed many collaborative partnerships that were vital to its operation, and the in-kind
budget at that time exceeded the grant amount by approximately $72,000. Even with this
degree of success and with so many collaborations, an excellent program would not have
survived without title I support. However,- with title I support, the original program
serving approximately 60 families survived and is doing well, and a second Even Start
grant was awarded to our Oklahoma City Public School District to open three new
auxiliary sites. So we now have 4 sites in Oklahoma City serving about 120 to 135
families.

For Even Start family literacy programs to survive beyond 8 years, I believe there
must be some other consistent, sufficient source of funding available. Since the goals of
Title I and Even Start are so compatible, it seems logical that the two-programs be
supported with funds from the same basic source. Even Start grants that establish family
literacy programs are, after all, funded by Title I, Part B.

Fortunately, at about the same time that the Oklahoma City Public Schools Even
Start had to secure other funding, an article appeared in the third quarter 1996 issue of
Window on the World of Family Literacy, from the National Center, which stated that
"Title I, the largest funding portion from the Elementary and Secondary Act may be the
best untapped source of funding for family literacy programs." The article. titled
"Strengthening the Ties Between the New Title I and Family Literacy" strongly
advocated the use of Title I funds to implement family literacy in public schools. Mary
Jean LeTendre, Director of Compensatory Education Programs at the U.S. Department of
Ed, was quoted as saying, "Any school that runs a school-wide program does not have to
ask for any kind of permission to run an Even Start program."

The use of Title I funds to support family literacy programs in elementary schools
would not only make it possible to serve more at-risk families with the kind of intense
educational services needed to break their cycle of under-education and poverty, but Title
I funds would also make it possible for elementary schools to serve families with children
below mandatory school age and above the age of 7, which is the limit with Even Start
funds.

A longitudinal study conducted by the local evaluator of our Oklahoma City
Public School program indicated that only 19, or approximately one-fourth, of the
original Even Start programs funded in 1989 are still in existence. According to their
replies to a written survey, all of the surviving programs are collocated sites which fully
implement all four components of family literacy. An elementary school located in a
neighborhood with a high population of educationally and economically at-risk families,
i.e., a Title I school-wide program, is an ideal setting for a family literacy program where
all of the elements can function as a whole.

A study of the surveys returned by 12 of the original programs reveals two keys to
their survival: One, Federal or school district funding, which could mean Title I monies;
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and association with an elementary school.

In the previously mentioned article, Mary Jean LeTendre also says, "If I were to
say what I think can be the quintessential leveler of the haves and have-nots, it would be
family literacy."

In 1989, family literacy was a term which many lawmakers and citizens had never
heard. In 1999, just 10 years later, family literacy has proven itself to be a successful
program with the potential to lift families from poverty to self-sufficiency and to
empower parents to advance their own education and be positively involved in the
education of their children.

A recent report released by the National Center for Family Literacy revealed that
family literacy is included and encouraged in very specific ways in a number of currently
reauthorized acts. These include the William F. Goodling Child Nutrition
Reauthorization Act of 1998, Even Start reauthorization, the Reading Excellence Act,
Head Start reauthorization, Family Literacy Work/Study Waiver, the Adult Education
and Family Literacy Act or title II of the Workforce Investment Act, and Title I
reauthorization.

The original intent of the Even Start law was to bring together services that
already existed in local communities to provide comprehensive, intensive, holistic
services to families who needed them. The inclusion of family literacy in such positive
ways in all of the above legislation indicates that real collaboration is now occurring at
the Federal as well as the local level. Surely title I should be one of the key participants
in the new family literacy initiative. I am grateful for the sake of many families in
Oklahoma City that our local school administrators though so.

As a member of an Even Start staff for the past 10 years, I have seen the power of
family literacy at work. The importance of a parent in a child's education has been
demonstrated in many powerful ways in our program. Those who have been fortunate
enough to grow up in homes where education was valued by parents should not need
anyone to convince them of the effectiveness of intergenerational intervention.

Only positive things can happen if the use of title I funds, as well as other Federal
funds which impact education, makes it possible to offer more family literacy services to
more children and their parents.

Thank you.

[The statement of Ms. Brown follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF MS. MARY BROWN, PROGRAM SUPERVISOR,
EVEN START FAMILY EDUCATION PROGRAM, OKLAHOMA CITY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA SEE APPENDIX F

Chairman Goodling. Sister English.
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STATEMENT OF SISTER BARBARA ANN ENGLISH, NOTRE DAME MISSION
AMERICORP VOLUNTEER PROGRAM, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Sister English. Mr. Chair and Committee Members, I am very happy to be here today to
witness to the success story of Notre Dame AmeriCorp in five places: Boston, San
Francisco, Cincinnati, Apopka, and Baltimore. This is a partnership between National
AmeriCorp and the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur. We are 4 years old, and we have
done some amazing work in tutoring, after-school programs, community service projects,
and family literacy. We serve families that are Latino migrant families in Apopka,
Florida, a mix of immigrant families in Boston, Latino families in San Francisco, and
urban poor families in Cincinnati and Baltimore.

The special witness I will offer you today, however, will be more focused on the
work in Baltimore; it is the work I love and know well.

The story takes place in southeast Baltimore. The date is the early 1990's, and the
scene is very challenging. Nonprofits, community activists, institutions, business and
civic leaders, parents, community association leaders have studied census data and
reflected on trends from the period of 1980 to 1990. We saw terrible things, a 48.5
industrial job loss, a shift in homeownership, an 11 percent vacancy rate, and so on and
so forth. Our area also was, in spite of the fact that it is very mixed in income, was
revealing the level of poverty that are HUD guidelines for the bottom level.

So we rolled up our sleeves and, collectively, we resolved to turn the situation
around. We developed a community plan; it provided recommendations in economic
development, stabilization of housing, and improvement in the quality of life. And I am
happy to say we have raised over $5 million, volunteer community effort behind this.
This is community power.

One of the priority recommendations in that plan was to create and implement a
plan on how to support and strengthen our schools. We recognized that schools are
important anchors in our neighborhoods, and, sunless they are excellent, our residents will
not choose to send their children to them. We also recognized that Baltimore City Public
Schools are under-budgeted and need the.support of the entire community if they are to
succeed.

To organize this action, we set up the Southeast Education Task Force. The
Education Task Force, again, is a big mix of everything from nonprofits to parents to
community leaders to principals, teachers, and even a partner with the University of
Maryland College Park. Through dialogue and reflection, we set the course for a school-
community partnership action in the 16 schools located in southeast Baltimore.

This is the result of our effort: There are 18 recommendations, and we are
working in all of them, at all the time, all 18. None of them will get second-class
citizenship status.

As the year that we set this plan forward progressed, we began the partnership
with the AmeriCorp, and it was perfect timing. In that first year of action, we were able
to send two very struggling schools 10 Americorp members to get things done. They
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tutored children 8 hours a day, Monday through Friday, and they were an amazing grace
for those schools.

Over the years, we have been able to build that base of Americorp members to 29
in Baltimore, and 13 of them are at the Julie Community Center where I work. We send
them out to three elementary schools, General Wolfe, City Springs, and Tench Tilghman,
and all of them are involved directly with children, but as a team. Both adults, the
Education Task Force, and the Julie Community Center staff, we concentrate on the
whole family in school success. And this is our special spin on family literacy.

Our strategies are many; I would like to name a few. AmeriCorp members act as
teacher aides in the classroom and work with children in after-school hours. Their focus
is on reading, and I am happy to say that every single year since we have begun, the
children that our Americorp members tutor have reached one grade level of
improvement, and sometimes two.

We complement their efforts with the children by sending Julie Center instructors
out to help with pre-GED and GED classes and literacy classes. Sometimes those things
happen in the same room at the same time, and most of the time they don't. What is
important is that the whole family is focused on success and learning.

AmeriCorp members work with parents whose children are not on task in school
or whose children are acting out. And through a process of praise and rewards, they
engage those parents and pull them in to support their children in school.

The Julie Center provides parent development work sessions at schools. These
are spinoffs of family literacy, where we work with parents and children in double
sessions and then in separate sessions and pull them together. We read and talk about
and role play. We laugh; we cry; we do photo displays. We produce plays; we sing. We
do everything that it takes to get everybody engaged in the task. We think about these
things: family life, family members, respect for each one, positive communication in the
family, family rules and consequences, even family economic literacy.

Another spinoff is health literacy, where we take people through basic health
problems that they experience and put them in the context where they read about it and
act about it, role play it, and produce very proactive ways of resolving their health
problems.

Another spinoff is Parents with Power, where parents move from oral engagement
around Welfare-to-Work to doing all the things that it takes to make an individual life
plan to get from welfare to actual work.

All these efforts, together, really support and promote family learning and set the
tone for meeting expectations that individuals and families can succeed.

And, finally, I would like to relay some of our future plans around family learning
and school success.

For school year 1999-2000, we are piloting, with the help of AmeriCorp
members, a full-service school at Tench Tilghman Elementary School. This school is
located in the empowerment zone. It is a hot-spot community. It suffers the plight of
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drugs, poverty, and crime. Under the excellent leadership .of Ms. Elizabeth Turner, the
principal, and her dedicated staff, we are pursuing partnerships to provide a full array of
health services, social services, adult education, and employment services at this school.
AmeriCorp members will be engaged in the many aspects of family literacy through this
effort, as Tench Tilghman reaches out to provide a place of well-being for their families
and a space where schoolsuccess happens every day.

That is my testimony.

Thank you for your attention and for all. the support you have given and will
continue to give to educational efforts. Blessings on each of you.

[The statement of Sister English follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF SISTER BARBARA ANN ENGLISH, NOTRE DAME
MISSION AMERICORP VOLUNTEER PROGRAM, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
SEE APPENDIX G

Chairman Goodling. Thank you all very much.

1 haveone question, and anybody, or all of you, can answer it. .I am sure Sharon
probably has something and probably Ms. Bailey and Ms. Brown, particularly.

When we started Even Start, of course everybody said we wouldn't get any
money, and we didn't know how much money we would get, so we said, "Okay, we will
get local districts to participate or local entities to participate and help finance, and we
will have grants. And after 4 years, it can reapply for another grant, and then after that
time, they are finished." What I heard more than anything else, I guess, at the last
conference was, particularly in rural areas, that they have a very, very difficult time in
getting the financial support because they don't have the businesses in those communities
and so on.

My hope is to change that to, once you get a grant, you have the grant, and the
only way you can lose it is the Secretary discovers that you are not doing very well with
the money.that is provided.

Dr. Hartman. That is good.

Chairman Goodling. Now if we do that, what. percentage is a percentage that you
believe local districts or local communities could add to the support so that we can stretch
those dollars? We are hoping to get 500 million new dollars.this year.

[Laughter.]

Stop laughing, I expect you to make sure that that happens.
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[Laughter.]

So, what is your response, Sharon, if you want to start? What is a magic number
that the locals might be able to supply?

Ms. Darling. I think, first of all, Even Start really has done what it was designed to do,
and that is it has brought together other funding sources, and it has done that very
successfully. But at the same time, every community, particularly the rural communities,
needs somebody there whose voice is strictly for family literacy. You know, family
literacy is a part of a lot of other laws now, but somebody needs to keep stirring the pot
and be kind of the beacon for it. So I think it would be important to make sure those
good programs continue on.

I would think that a 25 percent contribution from the Federal level and 75 percent
match, past the 8-year limit, would be something that would keep that alive in the
communities, and still not take the pressure off of States to put State dollars in, not take
the pressure off of the Title I, and not take the pressure off of adult education.

What I would not want to see is kind of, "Well, we are going to check that off
because Even Start is doing it." You know, it really has a role and needs all of those
funding sources. So, I would think 25 percent at a minimum.

Chairman Goodling Thank you.

Ms. Keenan. I would like to weigh in on that, from a Pennsylvania perspective.

We do agree with you that that 8-year rule is very ambiguous and very difficult to
implement and puts a burden on some of our needier communities, and certainly is
particularly burdensome in our rural areas.

In looking at the match issue, preliminarily, we believe that we should keep it at
about a 50-percent match requirement. We think that for our most needy communities,
that is a match that they can deal with and sustain. They currently do that, and we think
that the 8-year rule should be removed and that the match requirement should be about 50
percent.

Dr. Hartman. Congressman, could I just make one comment? It is not really about the
match, but it might be something to consider as the middle ground.

I was at the meeting in Louisville with you and your colleagues, and this has been
an issue from almost day one, that came up, as you know, as soon as the first 4-year
limits came up. When you changed it to 8 years, I was still working on the Committee.

The only thing I would say about having it be, "if you got a grant, that you would
have it unless you do something wrong," is I think that the fact of the reviews have --
first, I think it has been a positive element, and while not having us, say, an 8-year limit
that you couldn't even reapply, but having some kind of proactive regular time when
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programs that have gone beyond 8 years are evaluated, personally, I think it would be
important.

So, I think we have seen that in-Head Start, that if you wait for people to commit a
crime before you talk about taking their money away, things can slip quite a bit. I think
what has kept, frankly, Even Start on its toes, and as an intelligently-growing field, is that
there is this sort of this competitiveness in the sense that you have got to be good. And I
think if you take this away, it becomes a formula program, essentially. You would learn
that edge, and I don't think we have the model, the knowledge, yet to do that,:personally.

I think creating some tension. in the. program, while allowing people to so on
beyond 8 years -- because I agree with that -- but creating and continuing some kind of
need for people to, on some kind of regular basis, and not maybe as often as 4 years even,
of re-explaining what they are doing and showing their data, and the State saying, "Yes,
in your area, you still are the best person." I thinkthat has been actually a positive thing,
and I would hate to lose that element.

Chairman Goodling. Ms. Brown?

Ms. Brown. I was going to briefly tell you the history of-what happened in Oklahoma
City-because I think it addresses this. We appreciate it so much, the extension to.8 years.
What has happened at the end of 8 years is that our collaboration with Title I has allowed
a really fine program to continue. And then the reapplication to open new programs -- in
other words, the new money that came into Oklahoma City 2 years ago does not support
the original in any way. What it did was expand the number of families thatcould take
advantage of Even Start services, and it enabled us to open sites in other_portions of the
city. It enabled us to serve all the ethnic populations in the city.

The other point I would like to make is that when we reapplied for that new grant
to open new programs, our match was already 50 percent. Do you see what I am saying?
And the in-kind contribution for our new grant in its third year application was $373, and
the grant is $253.

I am saying that I agree so much with Andy. You do need to look, I think, at
some kind of evaluation, you know. You have got to.be good to continue. In fact, I think
that should be the emphasis all along, because whatever the program is,there are going to
be some not so good and some_good. So that is a really good evaluation process,but
then, you know, I.am not sure that one-size-fits-all. That has been one of the wonderful
things about Even Start, that aerogram can be a different design.here and there, that as
long as you are really getting tremendous support from the local community, as long as
the need is there, that just maybe look at it on.somewhat of an individual basis. -Even our
original site now that is funded with Title I funds, we still nutit in the same sort of way
in my mind. In other words, those Title I funds don't totally support that program. We
still have-the same amount of in-kind going to that title I-funded Even Start site, as we
did -before it got Title I funds.

Chairman Goodling. Okay. Mr. Kildee.
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Mr. Kildee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Good ling. After Mr. Kildee, I believe we have a vote so we will have to go
and come back.

Mr. Kildee. First of all, I appreciate Ms. Darling's statement about Mr. Goodling. There
is no question that the father of Even Start is Bill Goodling. He was a voice crying in the
wilderness, and he really made that a consuetude for the rest of us. He will leave many
legacies here, but one of his finest legacies is Even Start, and I really appreciate all of you
testifying to that this morning.

Let me ask you this one question: As with many programs serving the highly
disadvantaged, very often there is a problem of attendance and retention. How can
attendance and retention rates be improved in the Even Start Program? And has the
welfare reform helped or hindered in the effort to increase attendance and retention?

Ms. Darling. We have been keeping up with a lot of those statistics, and so I can speak
to that; all of adult education programs generally have a problem with retention, and it
has been a big challenge for adult education programs.

What we found in family literacy programs and in Even Start programs is that that
retention rate has dramatically increased. And I think you heard here that, you know, 85
percent retention rate as opposed to maybe 40 percent retention rate in regular adult
education programs. So we know that we are onto something, that when it is a
comprehensive program, when children are involved with their parents that they attend
more regularly and they stay with the program longer. So I think recruitment and
retention really revolves a lot around the comprehensiveness of the program when it is
well implemented, when it is high quality, and that comes through training and technical
assistance, helping teachers learn a new way of working with families and not individual
family members.

The welfare reform, from our perspective -- originally programs were, you know,
weeping and gnashing their teeth and saying people can't come to programs anymore
because of they have to go to work. Welfare reform has really encouraged people to
come into programs. You know, we have people with a new urgency saying, "I am going
to have to go to work and I don't want to go into the jobs that I am qualified for. I want
to get something more for my family."

But family literacy programs have been successful in adapting to those changes.
They have been operating where a parent comes to class 2.5 days a week maybe with
their children, and the other 2.5 days they are in the workplace. They have been working
with after-school programs and brown bag suppers, where parents actually come with
their children after a day of work. Family literacy has a lot to contribute to welfare
reform because it strengthens the second generation as well, and not put a child in a
warehouse somewhere while mom goes to a minimum wage job, but says we really are
concerned about what is going to happen in the family and how parents can support
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children.

So I think it is a wonderful platform for welfare reform. I think it is underutilized.
Some Governors are seeing it as such. The Kentucky Governor, for example, just put $1
million of surplus TANIF money into family literacy, as did Maryland's Governor, and
we see a lot of that in Washington State, as well.

So I think it has created a sense of urgency in some of the parents who are coming
back. They are desperate; they are scared that they are going to have to go into
something that they don't understand.

But the real issue is going to be, how do we make sure these parents keep the
jobs? If they have never had an alarm clock in their home, they have never seen anybody
who worked, how can family literacy play a role to help them come back and debrief
about what happened on the job? How can it play a role to help them move forward so
that they can get a wage that will support their children?

I would like to say that I think the welfare reform has, vhen the shoe drops and
the economy takes a turn for the worse if that ever happens -- we are going to have a lot
of families out there that we need to invest in right now with family literacy programs, so
we can be sure that they are successful in the future.

Chairman Goodling. I asked Mr. Schaffer to run over and vote quickly so that he can
continue, so as fast as anybody can come back.

Mr. Kildee. I want to just.thank all the witnesses. This is like getting a Ph.D. in family
literacy listening to people like Andy Hartman and the rest of the witnesses. I appreciate
it, your commitment very much.

Chairman Goodling. We taught him everything he knows.

Mr. Kildee. Your program is great.

Chairman Goodling. We taught him everything he knows.

Mr. Kildee. That is right.

[Laughter.]

We did.

[Laughter.]
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Dr. Hartman. It is great to see you again, Mr. Kildee; thanks.

Chairman Good ling. If you will wait, we will be back to continue quickly.

[Recess.]

Mr Schaffer. [presiding] Could the Committee come back to order. Until the Chairman
comes back, I will stand in as Chairman. That will allows us to go ahead and get some
more questions and answers on the record. I will recognize the gentleman from
Massachusetts. Mr. Tierney.

Mr. Tierney. Thank you.

First of all, I want to thank all of you for your testimony here today; it has been
very helpful.

Let me ask anybody who might feel qualified to answer this. In situations where
we have programs in the workplace for adult literacy -- and we are finding now that there
are a lot of corporations not buying other corporations, and we get a little removed from
community involvement. And I had one particular case in mind in my district, where all
of a sudden they are no longer able to run programs where people might come an hour
before work and get paid for that hour, the first hour of work continue in the program and
get paid for that. And now we are having companies give us word from wherever else
they might be that that is not going to happen anymore.

How do we encourage those individuals who are now working anywhere from 50
to 55 hours a week, including the overtime, because certainly the company is not going to
hire anybody else and pay them any benefits or whatever? It is all about squeezing
everything they can. How do we encourage or make it possible for those people to get
into a program and stay in a program?

Dr. Hartman. Let me start, and then we will just probably go to the real experts on this
as well.

I think generally what people have found with workplace programs is, you know,
you hit it on the head in terms of time; time is a huge issue. You think about kids and
work and all that, and I think about myself going home and then starting school. So.
making it accessible, and there is a couple ways that seems to have a positive impact on
participation. Doing it at work, which, you know, sometimes employers have some
concerns about, you know, but doing it at work is very important.

Another thing that people have looked at and used is technology, so people can do
it at home, or at least take part of it home with them.

Mr. Tierney. Though the problem is that most of these, they can't use the technology.
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Dr. Hartman. Right; it does depend. Now some programs, whether it is in.a school
-program or a workplace program, they are giving people laptops, for example, to take
home after they have used them in the program and have beewshownhow to use them.
So there are people who are trying to get around that. Or, simply video.tapes,-and most
homes do have VCRs now, and so there are some excellent videotaped programs that
actually several State directors and the U.S. Department of Education have created some

. programs on videotape that aren't standalone, but can reinforce that and just.create that
contact time.

Cheryl Keenan kind of chuckled when you said that. For workplace situations
just creating the opportunity is important.

The other part of it you sort of touched on is, is there was an article in The
Washington Post business section of a report by a manufacturing organization that did a
survey, and what they found was that there have been, over the last several years,
increased numbers of job applicants coming to work who don't meet the basic skills
screening for the jobs. That is what employers are reporting. They are going deeper into
the job pool. However, what they also find is actually less-basic skills and instruction
being supported by the employers at the same time.

Mr. Tierney. You know, it is very simple; what you have is the parent company now
has 10 divisions, and they have them compete. So they don't make the decisions, say, at
the other end.of the country that you have to get rid of your literacy program. They just
say you have to get your production numbers up and your costs down. So all of a sudden,
they are not going to let you work a 40-hour week or 45; now they need to put you in the
55 hours, and they are not going to pay for that offset in time. And then the company
will turn around and say, "Well, we are willing to support a program financially because
we can spend a few bucks. It is the time off the line that we don't want to let these people
have."

So I guess what I am asking is, can somebody help us with creativity and say, to
this company, "All right, here is what you have to do to make up for that?"

Ms. Keenan. Yes, I would like to address that.

What we are talking about specifically now are workplace education programs,
and many of those programs are partnerships-between education providers and
businesses, and the-instruction is very highly targeted to workplace skills, kind of
customized.

Mr. Tierney. Actually, this was.actually a literacy program, and the number that we are
talking about are strictly literacy programs where people are working, but they have been
doing jobs that didn't require a great deal of literacy skills.

Ms. Keenan. Yes.
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Mr. Tierney. Now the job is changing.

Ms. Keenan. So what really happens with the programs is that time on the clock is what
we are talking about, has been one of the most effective ways to engage businesses in
kind of buying in al.-. valuing the program. And when time on the clock goes away, what
do you do?

To me, one of the things that needs to happen is that if you are talking about a
merger and you are talking about different leadership in an organization, there is a
reeducation that needs to occur, because someone, somewhere, is not making the
connection that productivity and profits are connected to the literacy levels, and that
reeducation needs to start again. I really do believe that time on the clock is a very
important thing for a successful program because it does give you the buy-in.

The other piece of it is, is that, interestingly, as I talk to family literacy workplace
literacy providers, folks that have been engaged in that business for a long time do extend
the benefits to family. I mean, we often think of the workplace as one thing and family
literacy as quite another thing, but people who have been involved in the workplace
business really do talk about the values that they see extended into the family, being able
to manage children's health issues, school issues, and things like that.

Mr. Tierney. Well, again, the sad part of that is, is that these are the same managers in
place. The difference is that they have now sold out their position, and, you know, it is
the constraints of the productivity demands and the restraint of costs that force these same
people to make a different decision.

So we don't have any answers, basically?

Okay. Thank you.

Chairman Goodling. [presiding] Mr. Kucinich, you had an unanimous consent
request?

Mr. Kucinich. Yes, sir. I ask unanimous consent to have my statement included in the
record.

Thank you.

Chairman Goodling Yes.

[The statement of Mr. Kucinich follows:]

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE DENNIS KUCINICH,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE, U.S. HOUSE OF
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REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, DC SEE APPENDIX H

Chairman Good ling. Mr. Schaffer.

Mr. Schaffer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, Mr. DeMint had to leave and asked me to raise a question and get the
answer on the record. And I would like to direct that to Sister English, and that is with
respect. to the'participation of Even Start of faith-based organizations.

To what extent does their participation entail a compromise of your evangelical
-mission and your ministry objectives as an order?

'Sister English. I feel there is no compromise. The basic gospel value of abundance of
life for all is the one that I would fall back on.and say that, in order to have abundance of
life, everyone needs to function at their highest capacity. So there is no compromise at
all.

Mr Schaffer. Are there any.limitations or anything that would somehow prevent faith-
based organizations from participating in the. Even Start program?

Sister English. I believe.not. The proselytization that often gets hooked in with religion,
of course, would not be:allowed, and that is fine; it shouldn't be.

Mr Schaffer; Ms. Brown?

Ms.-Brown. Two of our Even Start programs in Oklahoma City are located in area
churches. I think the ideal location for an Even Start program is in an elementary school,
it is a wonderful site, but many times, the school cannot accommodate that program, nd
so when we opened our new sites, we looked to the nearest place to the school, and there
were churches. It has been a wonderful collaboration. We pay very minimum; we just
pay what it costs to.heat and cool those buildings. And churches have wonderful early-
childhood facilities and this kind of thing, and we have had no problem whatsoever. The
churches have' felt that it was a minister to the community. It has just been a really
wonderful situation. Many churches are interested in social issues, as well as spiritual
issues. I think, as Sister said, you don't proselyte, but the-very fact that this program
exists in a church does carry a message to the participants who come there. It is a very
safe place for many of them to come, so that is one of the things that has happened with
our new sites. And I have talked to one or two other places who have sites in churches,
-and it has been a very happy experience.
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Mr Schaffer. Thank you; I am sure Mr. DeMint will appreciate your responses, as I
have.

Sister English. And another thing, just in the afterthought. We have a church
partnership. It is called the Church Outreach Partnership, and they engage many of their
congregants in tutoring children in after-school hours.

Ms. Brown. And I should have mentioned that. Many of the people in these two
churches are involved in our programs in various ways.

Mr Schaffer. That is great.

I want to get to the matter of accountability in the evaluations that have occurred
with the Even Start over the years, at least since 1989 I presume, is when children started
getting enrolled. Dr. Hartman, you mentioned a little earlier that the new evaluation is
going to give us much more information than we have had in the past, but I guess I want
to speak to the money we have spent over the last few years and whether we know the
extent to which Even Start has helped improve the rate of literacy.

You get a certain picture. by tracking cohorts of students as they improve in their
reading abilities and their academic success, but without a baseline or a control group, it
is difficult to assign any cause or determining cause and effect relationship. There may
be a whole assortment of things that helped.

Can you speak to that? Do we have any indication that there is a cause and effect
relationship in the improvement of kids in any, you know, other than the anecdotal
evidence? It just seems that this makes sense, and it ought to be plain and obvious that
the dollars spent help children, but how do we prove that?

Dr. Hartman. There have been I think, as I mentioned, three ways or three actually
distinct phases of an evaluation. I think they have been related actually to three separate
contracts with people to carry them out.

And the first one that Abt Associates, which is an area firm, carried out, that you
did have was kind of in retrospective. It was small, but actually a control group built into
a larger kind of collection of universe data from all the sites and all the programs. I am
sure everybody has been involved in that kind of national -- it was .a smaller actual group
of programs that did actually have a fairly careful control set of programs and families
matched to them.

And in the second phase -- and I can get back to you on this -- there was not a
control group component, and I am not sure why.

And now in the third, which is actually out for data collection right now, there is,
in fact, a much stronger and more robust, and I think a very exciting set of results,
because it is a very big control group with scientifically-developed methodology and
design. So that data is probably about a year from becoming kind of public to the
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Committee..

Mr Schaffer. What is the time span of the study?

Dr. Hartman. They have been covering about 3-year periods for each. Going back
though to the first evaluation that did have the control groups, it was when the program
was getting underway, so I think it is going to be real interesting to see the more recent
one.

But, as I mentioned, the results for children were positive. For parents in terms of
getting GED's was actually very positive; 6 percent of the adults, for example, in the
control group got a GED, and 23 percent of the adults in the Even State programs did. So
that is quite significant. You can't rule out every single, possible other cause, but there
was a very careful control group assigned to it, so they believe from the scientific
evidence that Even Start did have that impact.

What they didn't fmd and then there were also changes found in the home
were more reading materials, more reading activities, going to the library, and those kinds
of things. The one piece that I was pointed to that really they didn't see the change
they did see some improvement in the adult, but they also saw it in the control group, so
there didn't seem to be anything attributable to Even Start. It was the impact of
particularly low level literacy adults, and they were who weren't going to get a GED. I
think someone else mentioned, for some adults, the GED is going to be a long, long
process and maybe not the appropriate goal even. For those adults, there was not a clear
gain in literacy skills attributable to the Even Start program. And I think that is an area of
focus that has already going on that we need to do more in.

Sharon, I know, wanted to say something real quick.

Ms. Darling. I think in that study and a study prior to that -- the very first study that
they showed just the opposite, and that was those who made the most gains were those at
the bottom-end of the literacy continuum, and they made the most rapid gains in the first
40 hours of instruction. So, the conclusion there was that it reached the hardest to serve
and did a better job with them than we traditionally have accomplished.

In our research at the National Center for Family Literacy, we have been
researching Even Start programs, as well as programs funded from other funding sources.
And we really did look at a control group early on, looking at short-term gains. We
compared to Head Start programs that had the same socioeconomic levels. We used the
same instrument, and we used a Head Start base for family literacy programs. So we
looked to see, did it make a difference if parents came with their children in a Head Start
program, as opposed to just a Head Start program, which is indicative of the family
literacy approach?

Mr Schaffer. Let me get one more comment in before that light turns red and that is,
within the current fiscal year, we have budgeted $135 million for the Even Start program.
The latest numbers we have is that we serve 31,500 families around the country. The
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Congressional Research Service has concluded that the total cost per family is about
$4,438, and I am not sure of the time period that covers. My question is this, is there
some way we can help more families for the same expenditures, and that we just be more
efficient?

Ms. Brown. I am nut an evaluator; I am the director of a local program. One of the
things that I did with the monies is look to see what it cost for a child to be in the public
schools, and in Oklahoma City, I think it is more than $4,000 per individual. So I really
think that when you bring in collaboration money, that that money already -- I think this
is a point -- has been allocated. All of the collaborations that we have made, all of the
money that I have added to the Even Start funds, already was money allocated. In other
words, it was going to be spent some way, but we brought it together so that it served
families in a very holistic way.

One of the comments that I was going to make before you mentioned specific
dollars was that evaluation is a challenge no matter what. When you are talking family
literacy, you are talking about evaluating things that are almost non-evaluatable in a way
also. One of the things that has helped me in my local program -- the national evaluation
has been wonderful and has given wonderful information is my local evaluator. One of
the things that the Even Start legislation requires is that you have a local evaluator. A
local evaluator is able to look at some of those other things and see them and measure
them; the qualitative and not just the quantitative analysis.

It is very difficult to know how to get that information to those of you who make
the policy. Of course, when I was here before and testified on educational programs that
work, one of the wonderful things about that day was that a young father presented his
testimony. One of the resolves that I have made with my Even Start program is to get my
clients, my families who have really experienced Even Start to write letters to those of
you who sit in these kinds of places, because you really are trying to do so much more.
You know, adult education is a wonderful standalone program. There are many
wonderful preschool standalone programs. Head Start has been a wonderful program.
One of the exciting things that our local evaluation showed, and it is not a lot of children
because it is just one program, but we now have children from our program in fourth and
fifth grades and they are still outstripping their peers.

Now, the control group there has simply been the students in those same schools,
but they are Title I schools; they are schools with at-risk population who weren't in Even
Start. Whereas I think the traditional evaluation has shown that, you know, when only
the child is intervened with, eventually they lose it because they are going back to that
home situation where there has not been an intervention, where the parents' attitude
toward education has not changed, where the parent has not realized that that is his or her
responsibility; that they are the first teachers of their children. Parents as Teachers is one
of the collaborators with my program. They provide the home visits, but it is such an
intensive -- I often say that we do -- our tasks in Even Start is impossible. When you
really look at .a family who has been disadvantaged for a lot of years, who, in the case of
many of my families, can't speak any English, you think, well, you know, in a short
period of time. But if you really do, I think, intensive services -- and the other wonderful
thing about Even Start is that you don't have to throw them out after 1 year or a certain
period of time. You intervene; you do what you can with the families that you can reach,
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and then, hopefully, more and more.

But the other thing about it, before us is set an impossible task, yet we do an
amazing job. And you almost just have to visit local programs, talk to people, and then
you will begin to see. Your question a while ago about the evangelical involvement,
Even Start is almost its own evangelical organization in a sense. The people who have
really benefited from local programs are very evangelical about their participation, and
they tell other people. In fact, I have often said, as a Christian, wouldn't it be wonderful
if the people in my church were as excited about telling other people about Christ, as the
people in my Even Start program are about telling other people about Even Start. And I
think that is a real test of the value of a program when people's lives, I mean their total
lives, are changed, and it is something that I really believe will show up years and years
and years from now. It is not the short fix; it is not the quick fix, but eventually, we will
see a tremendous difference.

Chairman Good ling. Mr. Wu.

Mr. Wu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I just wanted to ask one quick followup. I think that I have an idea of where the
answer is going to go, but I wanted to make sure that we gave Ms. Darling -- because she
was moving toward a comparison of where parents are involved versus a control group
where parents are not involved, and both groups of children have some form of
intervention. And I was hanging for the conclusion of that result and I don't think we
quite let you get that far. I would like to hear the end of that, please.

Ms. Darling. Thank you; I appreciate that.

We have been studying over time parents and children and also looking at them
compared to programs where their parents did not come with them. And what we found
is in the short term, when parents accompany their children to school, they do much
better, that they gain more rapidly in preschool programs, compared to the exact
programs where parents are not a part of their children's education.

We also looked at adults in adult programs and looked at their gains in family
literacy programs, as compared to adults in programs where they are not accompanied by
their children and where they don't have those comprehensive services. And the results
are dramatic. There is a significant difference in gains as well as attendance and retention
for adults. There is a significant gain for children.

We also found that the spiral that started upward continued upward. For example,
in the Rochester study, we looked at the children who came in as three-and four-year-
olds; only 20 percent of them were above the 20th percentile when they came in as
children on a vocabulary test. When they were in third grade, 88 percent were at or
above grade level in reading and math.

And Rochester has been doing a study comparing family literacy students to other
students who come from similar circumstances, in terms of education of the parent, as
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well as economic situations, and what they found was significant. And so they have
invested a lot more and have expanded their family literacy programs to 15 when they
were just 3 because they feel like that is the best early childhood intervention for these

children.

So we have a lot of results. I mean we didn't just look at Even Start. And I think
one of the problems in the beginning with Even Start evaluation is it takes a long time to
implement this program. It is not something that teachers have been trained to do. It is
not something that community understands right away. So it takes a little bit of time to

get those programs fully developed.

So we went in to look at programs that, you know, we thought had the four
components in place. Some of the statistics Andy was talking about earlier; I mean those
programs only had maybe an hour of adult education a month because they really didn't
fully understand the intent of the law, and it has taken some time, some teacher training,
some staff development, and technical assistance to get programs to fully implement.

So I think the next evaluation is going to tell quite a different tale.

Thank you.

Mr. Wu. Thank you very much, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.

One of the reasons why I might be looking back toward the back with some
concern is my family just joined me from Oregon last week, and we left many of my 22-
months-old's books back in Oregon and as I was listening to this, I was thinking I am not
setting a good example. He is picking up the phone and talking into it, but I am not
showing him enough examples of reading.

[Laughter.]

Thank you very much. We are going to remedy that tonight.

[Laughter.]

Ms. Darling. Good for you.

Chairman Goodling. Mr. Ford.

Mr. Ford. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I only want to echo what one of the last panelists commented about..

Yes, ma'am, I think it was you. You were talking about some of the success
stories and how you were hoping that perhaps some folks in church would do the same
thing. .
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I am from Memphis, Tennessee, and my State has 25 Even Startsites. And there
is a young lady in my district, interestingly enough, I met just the day before yesterday,
speaking at a school, which also serves as an Even Start program site -- the Locke
Elementary School.

I won't take long, Mr. Chairman. I just want to read her three sentences -- Tracey
Bowland -- which I think is a great followup to what you just said.

When asked of her opinion of Even Start, Ms. Bowland explained, "I have made a
tremendous change in my life over the past 3 years, and Even Starthas helped me to
become a successful and independent person. I have been given the opportunity to work
for Memphis City Schools and help other parents in the program reach for success. I feel
better about myself and my life because I don't have to depend on the Government for
assistance."

This Congress is so concerned with people leaning and depending on public
assistance; this clearly is a program that helps move people from the margins to the
mainstream or from the outside to the inside.

So I appreciate your comments, and I look forward to working with all my
colleagues here on the Committee in doing all that we can to help you make a difference
and others in my city and district to make a difference in the lives of not only Tracey
Bowland but thousands of others throughout the Nation.

Ms. Brown. We think of Even Start as an educational program, but Even Start is so
much more than that. One of the things that I am not sure the evaluation addresses, for
instance, child abuse in families where Even Start has been an intervention. One of the
first comments that we get from parents is that, "I don't haveto hit my children anymore.
I have learned ways to deal with them."

The parenting component of Even Start is something that just absolutely must not
be overlooked. And all of those other wide range of results that come from participation
in Even Start programs, self esteem, feeling like you are somebody, and enabling you to
pass along those kinds of values to your children, and this sort of thing. We haven't even
mentioned that whole area here; we have been thinking so educationally, which is
wonderful; that is necessary, too. But there is so many other ways that an Even Start
program impacts a family in positive ways.

Mr. Ford. Mr. Chairman, I hope you don't mind if I also submit a written statement for
the record as well, if that is okay.

I yield back the balance of my time.

[The statement of Mr. Ford follows:]

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAROLD FORD, COMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
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Chairman Good ling. Mr. Kind.

Mr. Kind. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Am I batting cleanup today? Maybe so.

Well, 1, too, want to welcome the witnesses and thank you for your testimony
here today and your patience.

I also want to compliment the Chairman for his leadership on this issue. I
wholeheartedly and enthusiastically support the Even Start program. We have some neat
things occurring back in the State of Wisconsin that I am very excited about.

But there are two areas that I feel are running into some shortfalls, and they were
touched upon briefly by the panels. I was hoping you could expand upon these points.
Ms. Darling, you indicated the impact family literacy programs are having on Native
American communities and the outreach being done there. I wonder if you could just
amplify that a little bit more, and tell us if you have an opinion as to whether enough is
being done. Is there enough outreach and effective programming being done with the
tribes across the country? In Wisconsin at least, this is one of the shortfalls that I have
noticed in regards to the program.

Ms. Darling. We have been involved with family literacy on Native American
reservations since 1991. And it has been the most powerful program that we, out of all
the programs we are working with in the 50 States, have seen to date. It fits very well
with the Native American population because of the richness of their culture. And
parents are saying to us, you know, "You are acknowledging the fact that I have
something to share with my child and teach my child." The children are coming
sometimes at such a disadvantage when they come to these family literacy programs.
Their parents have just more or less given up on life; nothing can change for them. We
have seen dramatic differences.

We've had an outside evaluator on these projects from the very beginning; the
evaluations are funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It is called a FACE program.
They have invested in adequate staff development to make these programs work, and I
really think, and they believe, and the other tribes believe, that if we.could spread family
literacy to everyone of the BIA schools in this Nation, that we could really make a
substantial 'difference in that population.

Mr. Kind. Yes, I don't question the effectiveness of the program; you don't have to sell
me on that. I guess my question goes to whether enough is being dune, if there ares
enough resources getting out to the Native American community?
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Ms. Darling. That is the point; I think there are only 22 programs on Native American
reservations, and yet every year, all of the tribal leaders are saying, "We need this
program," and there is no money to expand it. There are just absolutely no resources, and
so there is not enough that is being done. I mean we need to expand this concept. It
works; we have tested it out in that culture and that population, but, one of the
recommendations I made was to take right now the money in Even Start is to set aside for
migrant and Native American populations.

Mr. Kind. Right.

Ms. Darling. But it is operated out of the Even Start Department of Education, where
over here, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is operating all of these other family literacy
programs that are highly effective.

They, for Title I dollars, are treated as a State agency, and they write a State plan,
and then they determine how to diSburse the resources. They need to do the same thing
for the Even Start dollars, so that they can look at where they already have' strong
programi and where programs are needed.

Mr. Kind. Right

Ms. Darling. But, you know, increasing resources for this approach for Native American
populations is critical.

Mr. Kind. Let me raise the other area of concern -- I will just open it up for the general
panel and anyone who wants to respond to it -- and that is the challenges we face in rural
America. And I believe one of you indicated that one of the keys of success of
implementing effective programs in rural areas is having a point person, someone who is
willing to go to bat and really make this a community issue. That is a constant struggle
we have, especially when it comes to the competitive discretionary grant process back in
the State. It's hard for rural school districts to really be able to access this type of
funding in order to get these programs up and going. In Wisconsin, rural America has
really been taking it on the chin, particularly with the crisis on the farm, since the
agricultural community has a direct impact on property tax roles and in local school
districts. This is a program I feel is inadequately getting to rural children right now or to
families.

'

Does anyone care to respond with any observations or any recommendations that
you might have on how we can better serve rural needs?

Ms. Keenan. With Pennsylvania being the largest rural State in the country, I think
maybe I should try to attempt to answer that.

When we were fortunate enough to get a substantial increase in State funds and
leverage it against Even Start, the rural counties, of course, were a major priority to us.
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And, you know, when you talk about competitiveness, I Think that there needs to be some
planning and foresight on the part of the State, really, in terms of structuring these grant
opportunities so-that rural folks are eligible and can meet the criteria.

We have done that in Pennsylvania by putting in non-duplication and putting in
incentives for establishing programs in new areas where they don't exist already, so that
rural folks can come in and not be put into the pot with a lot of areas that are very rich
with resources.

The other thing I think that it comes down to, and as we testified earlier, is the
match issue and the 8-year rule around the partnership. They are two very strong barriers
against rural participation. Oftentimes, what we are finding is that the models that we
have to fund in rural areas, you know, for instance, there is a proliferation of center-based
early childhood services such as Head Start. There are a lot of home-based components,
and we have to look at rural areas a little bit more differently in how we look at their
applications in the competitive grant process and make sure that that grant process
provides for the needs of rural areas so that they can compete. And then, again, I think
one of the largest issues is the match issue. I think that when you get up there around 75
percent matches, it is very, very difficult for some of the rural areas to compete. That and
the 8-year rule are the major things.

Mr. Kind. Let me just conclude by asking if any of you know whether any of the
comprehensive school reform grant money is being used to access Even Start
programming?

-Ms. Darling. We were really disappointed that we submitted family literacy evidence of
effectiveness to be included in the book, so to speak, for comprehensive school reform,
and they wrote back a letter saying that they did not want to consider anything beyond the
confounds of K-6 as whole school reform. So I think it is really important that we take a
look at that.

Mr. Kind. Okay.

Ms. Darling. 'Because it sends that message, again, to Title I, that you can fix it in this
classroom with these 30 chairs, and we keep reinforcing that, so I appreciate that
question. We are working hard on it.

Dr. Hartman. If I could just look back a second. Mr. Schaffer asked a question about
cost, and if I remember correctly from studying the evaluations for the testimony, the
average cost of the Even Start programs in rural areas is on average higher. While he was
talking about averages, actually the range is very large, from $1,000 to $6,000, and one
way a program keeps the cost down is they work with existing programs. They get their
early childhood and in the rural area, there is just less there. I mean in New York City,
there is adult education program every five or six blocks. In rural areas, there may be 15
miles in some areas before there is an adult ed. program, so some rural programs have to
actually use the Even Start dollars to actually create some of the component services that
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you just don't see in the city.

So, if cost limitations gets to be an issue -- and I don't know if it will -- the rural
situation would be important there.

If I could just get something on the record, Mr. Chairman, I think it is important
to note that the average cost per participant in the Even Start programs now is half of
what it was 1989. There has been a steady decline in the average cost per student. As
programs have figured this out -- I think Sharon made a good point --they figured it out
they could create better collaborations; they are using other partners, and the Federal cost
for Even Start has been declining for 10 years. We don't know whether that will continue
or not. At some point, I imagine it will plateau, but I think Mr. Schaffer raised an issue
about cost, and it is important to know that a few programs are working more efficiently
and smarter than they have been ever before.

Mr. Kind. Thank you.

Thank you all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Goodling. Any other questions or comments?

We want to congratulate Ms. Bailey. I understand you were a Teacher of the
Year this year.

Ms. Bailey. Thank you very much.

[Applause.]

Chairman Goodling. We certainly congratulate you.

[Applause.]

I had to laugh. I don't know whether it was Ms. Bailey or Ms. Brown who said it,
but you said, "Now that you can use Ttitle I money," and I had to laugh because thatis
the only way I got it started 31 years ago, I guess; using Chapter I money.

We thank you very much for your testimony. If you have any suggestions as we
go through this reauthorization of Title I, be sure we get your input because we've got to
put it together some time this year.

Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Opening Remarks

THE HONORABLE BILL GOODLING

Hearing on

EVEN START AND FAMILY LITERACY PROGRAMS

May 12, 1999

Since I first came to Congress 25 years ago, I have looked for ways to

improve the literacy skills of our Nation. Today's hearing will focus on

what I consider to be the solution to the illiteracy problems facing our

nation: family literacy programs. In particular,-this hearing will focus on the

Even Start Family Literacy Program which I developed over a decade ago.

Family literacy programs are unique in that they work on building the

literacy skills of children and their parents at the same time. As a parent and

educator, I can tell you that in most instances the academic success of the

child is strongly related to the ability of their parents to support their

education.

During my experience as an educator, I saw very quickly that those

individuals who did not do well in school, and who left with poor literacy

skills, had a difficult time obtaining a good job. I also noticed that the

children of those students who left school without a good education were

having difficulty in school, particularly in learning to read.

(41)
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As a Superintendent of Schools, I worked with one of my best

teachers to develop a program that worked with the parents of these children

to raise their academic skills at the same time we were helping their

children. Even Start was an outgrowth of this experience. In fact, two of

today's witnesses, Dr. Andy Hartman and Sharon Darling, were instrumental

in helping me craft the Even Start legislation.

Over the years, the success of Even Start in raising the literacy levels

of program participants, not to mention their quality of life, has led to the

inclusion of family literacy program as a use of funds in a variety of

education programs. For example, Title 1, adult education, bilingual and

immigrant education, migrant education, Indian education and the Reading

Excellence Act all provide for family literacy services.

I believe our quest for a literate society has come a long way and I

believe family literacy programs share the credit for moving us closer to this

goal.

I look forward to hearing from today's witnesses as to how we can

further improve family literacy programs and help insure each child and

adult has the high level of literacy they need to be productive citizens.
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Statement of Ms. Sharon Darling
National Center for Family Literacy

Louisville, Kentucky

Committee on Education and the Workforce
United States House of Representatives

Hearing on the Elementary and Secondary Education Act .

Wednesday, May 12, 1999
Washington, DC

Good morning Chairman Goodling and members of the Committee. My name is Sharon

Darling. I am the President and Founder of the National Center for Family Literacy

(NCFL), a national nonprofit organization based in Louisville, Kentucky, that provides

advocacy, research, and training for family literacy programs and service agencies

throughout the country. During my 30 year career in education, I have worked at the

local, state, and federal levels to help establish a support system for literacy programs that

teach parents and children together in order to break the intergenerational cycle of poverty

and undereducation.

In my time today, I would like to briefly describe the national family literacy movement, its

effectiveness in helping thousands of families attain self-sufficiency and improve academic

achievement, and other information that may be appropriate to consider in the

reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

The National Center for Family Literacy is now in its tenth year of guiding the practice of

family literacy, through improvements in teaching techniques, research-related projects,

and program development, to meet the demands of social and economic change. To date,

NCFL has conducted family literacy trainings in all 50 states, as well as Washington DC,

and has provided training or technical assistance to more than 15,000 practitioners. Over

the course of the past decade, NCFL has worked with administrators in Head Start, Title

1. Even Start, Adult Education, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and has collaborated with

numerous national nonprofit organizations and corporate partners.

One of the keys to family literacy's success has been its flexibility and adaptability, as

evidenced by recent initiatives that focus on family literacy as a strategy for

welfare-to-work and forging local business collaboratives to sustain community education

(45)
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programs. Currently, NCFL is working to expand family literacy's outreach through the

Toyota Families in Schools project, which targets the families of elementary school-aged

children who are at high risk of academic failure. Our latest initiative involves working

with the Community Action Agencies under the Community Service Block Grants Act to

provide training and technical assistance to the Community Action Agencies which are a

primary support for millions of Americans living in poverty. It is from this vantage point

that I speak to you today about quality family literacy programs and what they can mean

to the nation.

The correlation between undereducated parents and the potential failure of theirchildren

in school is well-documented. Parents who lack basic skills not only have great difficulty

fulfilling their roles as workers and citizens, their resources for supporting their children

both educationally and non-educationally are often extremely limited. Even the most

well-meaning parents pass on a legacy of undereducation to their children, who don't

receive the support they need in the home environment to achieve academically. We

continue to see this cycle repeated through poor reading and other test scores in our

elementary schools and beyond.

The quality family literacy services about which I'm speaking today are not just a matter

of getting parents to read to their children, but rather these services take a comprehensive

approach to working with the whole family to improve basic skills, job skills, and life

skills. Family literacy services, as defined by the 105th Congress in Even Start, Head

Start. the Reading Excellence Act, the Community Services Block Grant Act, and the

Adult Education and Family Literacy Act, seek to make sustainable changes in a family

through the integration of four components:

1. Interactive literacy activities between parents and their children.

2. Training for parents regarding how to be the primary teacher for their children

and full partners in the education of their children.

3. Parent literacy training that leads toeconomic self-sufficiency.

4. An age-appropriate education to prepare children for success in school and life

experiences.

-2-
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It is the organized integration of these components that make family literacy a more
powerful intervention than stand-alone programs for either adults or children. Each
component and its curriculum support the other components, making for a unified learning

experience that addresses the multiple needs of the whole family.

The goals for a quality family literacy program are ambitious but attainable, both in the

short-term and long-term for varied populations that include children, men and women,
rural and urban populations, speakers of languages other than English, American Indians,

people with learning disabilities, migrant workers, teen parents and grandparents. Family

literacy builds on the strengths of its participants, which makes it a particularly effective

and relevant approach to working with the many diverse cultures throughout the country.

Family literacy services aim to:

improve basic and/or English language skills and to raise the educational
level of parents;

help parents develop skills and knowledge needed to become employed or
to pursue further education or training;

increase the social and educational skills of preschool children and

elementary school children to improve their chances for success in school;

. assist parents in becoming more familiar with and comfortable in school
settings and to promote parental involvement;

improve the learning relationship between parents and their children in
order to help foster an educational environment in the home; - _

enhance the parenting skills of adult participants and their understanding of

their child's educational development.

Family literacy reaches out to those adults and children at the very lowest ends of the
economic continuum, many of whom slip through the cracks or are politely ignored.
Rather than giving them a handout, family literacy offers these parents and children a hand
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up, helping families build a solid foundation of education that will endure for generations

to come.

NCFL has strong, long-term evidence that family literacy programs can contribute

significant and lasting results. In 1997, NCFL documented the results of high quality Even

Start programs. The programs were identified by the study's author, Dr. Andrew E.

Hayes of the University of North Carolina at Wilmington, as sites "that were implemented

consistently with the quality standards."

Of the 534 children studied, the following percentage were rated "average or above" by

their current classroom teacher (grades K-5):

67% on overall academic performance

78% on motivation to learn

83% on support from parents

89% on relations with other students

91% on attendance

84% on classroom behavior

73% on self-confidence

75% on probable success in school

90% of the children studied showed satisfactory grades in reading, language and

mathematics.

That same study showed that adults made significant changes in their lives:

54% of those seeking education credentials received the GED or its

equivalent.

45% of those on public assistance reduced the amount they received or

ceased to receive aid altogether.

40% were enrolled in some higher education or training program.

50% of those not currently enrolled in an education or training program are

employed.

Additional studies by NCFL and others on the impact of family literacy programs have

revealed the following:

Adults participating in family literacy programs showed greater gains in

literacy than adults in adult-focused programs, and children participating in family

literacy programs demonstrated greater gains than children in child-focused
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programs. Participants in family literacy programs were less likely to drop out of

the program than were participants in adult-focused programs.

Parental involvement in education increases in families who take part in

family literacy programs. The NCFL Parent Survey shows practically and

statistically significant gains in the frequency that parents talk to their school-age

children's teacher, talk to their children about their day, read or look at books with

children, are seen reading or writing by their children, take their children to the

library, volunteer at school, help children with homework, and attend school

activities.

A follow-up study of former family literacy children in Rochester, New

York, showed that while only 11% scored above the 20th percentile on a

nationally- normed vocabulary test upon entering the family literacy program, 87%

scored above the 20th percentile on a standardized reading test four years later as

first and second graders.

These statistics, as powerful as they are, don't even begin to represent the real-life stories

of the thousands of parents and children who have found success with the help of family

literacy programsthe families who started with little money and education and even less

hope, who are now self-sufficient, and looking forward to a brighter future for their
children and for their children's children.

Quality family literacy programs do exactly what we want federal programs to dothey

maximize the investment, working to meet the needs of the whole family together rather

than fragmenting services. Pulling Title I funds into family literacy weaves another strong

thread into the quilt, the human fabric of our nation.

Against this backdrop of the success of the national family literacy movement, NCFL

urges the committee to consider several recommendations during the reauthorization of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Recommendations:
I. 18 Family Literacy Strategy with Comprehensive School Reform

The Comprehensive School Reform demonstration program is an excellent strategy for

encouraging Title I schools to adapt proven models of school reform to individual sites.
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NCFL believes that this program should be incorporated into the Title I authorization with

one important modification. The implementation of "family literacy services," as defined

in Even Start and the Reading Excellence Act, should be encouraged in this section.

Funding should be encouraged for direct costs associated with implementing family

literacy services, as well as costs for receiving technical assistance and training in family

literacy implementation, and to help bring together family literacy collaborators, such as

adult education, English language instruction, parental support programs, and early

childhood development services.

2. ab Family Literacy Services Definition. Cross Referenced to Even Start

ESEA makes reference to family literacy services and Even Start in several places;

however, there is no definition of family literacy services outside the Even Start and

Reading Excellence Act parts. This limits family literacy services to a funding source,

rather than being seen as a set of services that will benefit children and parents regardless

of the funding source. The definition of family literacy services should be included for all

of ESEA as follows:

Add Section 1202 (1) Definition. -- For the purpose of this Act --

"(1) the term 'family literacy services' means services provided to participants on a

voluntary basis that are of sufficient intensity in terms of hours, and of sufficient duration,

to make sustainable changes in a family and that integrate all of the following activities:

(A) Interactive literacy activities between parents and their children;

(B) Training for parents regarding how to be the primary teacher for their children and full

partners in the education of their children;

(C) Parent literacy training that leads to economic self-sufficiency;

(D) An age-appropriate education to prepare children for success in school and life

experiences."

This definition reflects the definition of family literacy services that is consistent with

congressional action during the 105th Congress and regulatory effect such as in the

guidance for the implementation of the Family Literacy Federal Work-Study Waiver (34

CFR Part 675).

This definition will give guidance to all references to family literacy services and is placed

in section 1202 (f) (the Federal Even Start Family Literacy program) in order to give
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practitioners and policy makers guidance on the structure of best practices for family

literacy services.

3. Modify FINDINGS, Section 1001 (C) (7)

All parents can contribute to their children's success by helping at home and becoming

partners with teachers so that children can achieve high standards. "FOR PARENTS

WITH LOW LITERACY OR ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILLS, PARTICIPATING IN

FAMILY LITERACY SERVICES CAN ENHANCE THE CONTRIBUTION THEY

MAKE TO THEIR CHILD'S SUCCESS."

(The original statement does not adequately recognize the difficulty that parents with low

literacy or English language skills have in supporting their children's education. Family

literacy is an effective strategy for strengthening the parents' involvement and support of

their child's learning.)

4. Modify Statement of Purpose, Section 1001 (d) (6)

"affording parents meaningful opportunities to participate in the education of their children

at home and at school, AND, WHEN NECESSARY TO FACILITATE THIS

PARTICIPATION, HELPING CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS OBTAIN ACCESS

TO FAMILY LITERACY SERVICES."

(Title I is appropriately aimed at improving classroom learning for children. However, it

must recognize the role of parents in the learning process and that parents with low

literacy and English language skills can play a more constructive role if they obtain

effective family literacy services.)

5. Modify LEA Assurances, Section 1112 (c) (1)

Amend section 1112 (c) (1) by adding after subparagraph (E) the following:

"(F) coordinate and collaborate, to the extent feasible and necessary as determined by the

local education agency, with other agencies for the purpose of providing family literacy

services to families of children attending schools participating in this title;"

and redesignate succeeding subparagraph accordingly.

6. Modify Building Capacity for Involvement, Section 1118 (e) (2) (B)
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"training to help parents to work with their children to improve their children's

achievement, INCLUDING THE DELIVERY OF FAMILY LITERACY SERVICES;"

7. Allow the Bureau of Indian Affairs to administer the Indian Even Start the same way in

which it administers Title 1. Also, recognizing-the Bureau of Indian Affairs as a state

education agency for the purposes of Even Start will help Even Start reach more of this

population in great need of family literacy services.

Chairman Goodling was generous enough to conduct a policy roundtable with

Representative Ernie Fletcher and Representative Anne Northup at the National

Conference on Family Literacy last month. At this public forum, some of these

recommendations were discussed, as were several others. A transcript of the event is

being prepared by a court reporter and will be distributed to all of this

committee. Once this transcript has been received, I respectfully ask the Chairman that

the transcript be submitted for the record.

Conclusion

-Implementing an effective family literacy program is not easy, because it requires

integration of services to focus on the entire family unit, rather than just one fragment of

the family. It also requires quality in all of the component parts, so that the synergy of

combining them will yield results that far outmeasure the components offered in isolation.

For more than ten years, NCFL has been at the forefront of efforts to make the most

important connection in education -- giving parents the tools they need to be their child's

first and best teacher. Recognized by academics and policy makers as invaluable to

American education and multigenerational-empowerment, family literacy, as supported by

NCFL, improves the lives of children and families like few other efforts. Reauthorization

of ESEA provides Congress with a golden opportunity to expand this effort.

I deeply appreciate the opportunity to participate in today's hearing and present our

perspective on how family literacy can build upon the foundation of the.Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, as we move closer to our goal of strengthening families and

breaking the cycle of intergenerational poverty.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF ANDREW HARTMAN, DIRECTOR
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR LITERACY

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE

Mr. Chairman. It is a special pleasure to have this opportunity to testify before you

today. Even Start has been near and dear to my heart since 1986 when, as a member

of the staff of this committee, I worked with you to organize the first hearing on

family literacy.

It is appropriate that Sharon Darling is here today as well, since she was a participant

in that first hearing as well.

Things sure have changed in the intervening 13 years! What began as a concept and a

program idea to a very few people has become a national movement. Even Start itself

has grown, but just as importantly, many states and local communities are now

funding these services with their own resources.

I am going to address two issues in my testimony this morning:

1. What have we learned from the national evaluations of Even Start that points to

new directions for program improvement; and,

2. What research base could be brought to bear on family literacy services to

improve their effectiveness.

Since the day Even Start was signed into law, the research base supporting the

important role that parents' play in their children's literacy development has grown.
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In a recent presentation by Dr. Reid Lyon of the National Institute for Child Health

and Human Development (NICHD), he listed having language and literacy

experiences during infancy and the preschool years as one of the six factors that

research clearly indicated had a major role in preventing reading difficulties. In

making this point, he cited 45 researchers who have examined the importance of

language and literacy experiences during infancy and the preschool years.

The evidence is clear. If we are going to mount a national effort to have all children

reading well, then family literacy that is, parents must be a part of the solution.

Rather than asking whether we should have family literacy programs, we need to

identify effective ways to empower parents with the skills and knowledge they need

to become partners in their children's education. Without this home support, we are

fighting with one hand tied behind our back.

It is important to remember that family literacy, as an educational approach, is a

relatively new phenomenon. Only over the past 10 years has there been a serious,

concerted effort to build an infrastructure for family-based literacy services.

We have to be honest. When we started out we knew what the problem was, but we

did not have the experience or a research base to tell us what would work best.

2
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So, when I talk about the results of the Even Start evaluations, you need to think

about them like you would the formulation and testing of treatments for cancer.

The problem is so important and central to our concerns; we can not stop funding the

work because we have not found the cure or the "answer." In both cases, so long as

there is a methodical, scientifically based approach, we must continue to search for

better solutions to the problem.

Fortunately, Even Start has had a strong evaluation component built into it from the

start.

What are some of the things we have learned?

On targeting, Even Start has been right on the mark. The families being served are

among the most in need for educational services. Eighty-seven percent of enrollees

do not have a high school diploma. Fifty-four percent have not progressed beyond 9th

grade. The parents are getting younger and most of the families' incomes are below

the poverty level.

We are certainly reaching the right families. However, looking at the research on

other programs education, job training, and social services that have targeted this

population for assistance, we know that it will be extremely difficult to make

significant economic and educational changes in their lives. No one has come up

3
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with the answer yet, so we must see Even Start as part of this national effort to solve

this critical problem.

In terms of outcomes, the data on Even Start has been a mixed message. There are

positive gains in children's literacy and cognitive development that appear to be

associated with participation in family literacy.

Even Start helps parents get a GED. Given the role that a high school diploma plays

in opening doors to both job and educational opportunities, this is an important

outcome. While parents in Even Start also made gains in literacy skills, it did not

appear from the results of the first evaluation that these improvements were any

greater than adults in the control group.

In an assessment of support for literacy development in the home, it appears that

Even Start families are making gains not seen in families in the control groups.

Beyond these specific findings, what are some of the things that we have learned

from the evaluations of Even Start and other research on family literacy programs?

First, we are learning how to do this kind of program evaluation better. The

Department of Education is currently working with Abt Associates in designing and

carrying out the third wave of the Even Start evaluation. Building on what has been

learned, this will be the strongest evaluation to date. For example, there will be a

4
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large sample of families who will be compared to a control group and the contractor

for the study will be very involved in terms of assuring data quality. In other words,

we are getting progressively better and more definitive data and results.

Second, we have learned some specific things about what appear to make a difference

in implementing effective programs. For example, the data from the first evaluation

pointed to the fact that programs that had more educational contact hours with parents

and families had more positive results. This finding lead to an amendment to the

Even Start statute requiring programs to offer intensive services to families. The

Department of Education has also provided a great deal of technical assistance on this

issue.

Not only are we learning things about family literacy, but we are using it in a process

of program improvement.

Third, I think we must keep learning about what works and continuously improving

the family literacy model. We need to make sure that every program is aware of what

we do know and is using that information to improve their programs and the

National Center for Family Literacy plays a huge role in this regard! And we must

continue to fund research and evaluation to determine what educational services work

best with which families.

On this last point, I would like to make two observations and recommendations.

5
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It appears to me from the evaluation results and the theory about why family literacy

is such a potentially powerful approach that the adult/parent education component is

critical. When you think about it, we are not asking the children to do anything very

different than we expect of all children. Grow, learn, and develop on track with their

peers. We are asking more of the parents. Not only are we asking them to improve

their own literacy skills to pass the GED test, for example but we are also asking

them to use those literacy skills in helping their children become literate.

For someone reading and writing at a very low level, this is a huge undertaking. So,

the adult and parent education components have to be extremely effective. I am

afraid that this is not the case in enough instances. Most Even Start programs form

partnerships with adult education programs in their communities for this component.

Overall, this is a good thing. However, to the extent that these adult education

programs do not make the goals of the family literacy program an explicit part of

their planning and instruction, they are less likely to equip parents with theskills they

need to help their children.

I believe that we need to work harder at improving the adult education component of

family literacy by helping these programs fine tune their services to the goals of the

family literacy approach. The NIFL and the Department of Education, working with

the NCFL, can do this.

6
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My second observation is that it appears that some Even Start programs do not

adequately focus on literacy as their overriding objective. When you think about the

lives of these families, it is not surprising that programs feel a need to broaden the

issues they try to address. You have seen the same phenomenon occur in Head Start

and other such programs. However, it will be difficult enough to make advances on

the literacy front even if we do make that our clear focus and since Even Start is

evaluated on the basis of literacy gains, we simply must be dedicated to this goal.

I believe that the research carried out over the past 20 years on literacy development

in children would be an excellent tool for both improving the quality of literacy

instruction in family literacy programs and enhancing these programs' focus on

literacy goals.

Research carried out with support from the National Institute for Child Health and

Human Development, the Department of Education and other organizations

underscores the importance of an intergenerational approach. To date, however, the

focus of interventions has been on how this new information can be implemented in

the context of traditional elementary school classrooms.

The NIFL could lead a collaborative effort with NICHD, ED, and other private

organizations like NCFL -- to design and test family literacy models that

incorporate what we have Teamed about how children and adults learn to read and

how it is that parents support literacy development in the home and the community.
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Information and materials based on our best scientific findings could then be used by

trainers and programs to implement this new knowledge in the family literacy

context. We simply do not have these models at this time. No one has worked out

the application of this knowledge to the family literacy setting. If we want to see

strong, consistent positive results from Even Start and family literacy programs, I

believe we must get this work done and then make sure we train the providers to

include it in their program implementation.

We are talking about a multi-year, somewhat expensive proposition. There are other

things that we can and are doing in the meantime to continuously improve the

program. But going back to the analogy to cancer research, if we believe that our

nation's literacy problem is an important one, and we are committed to doing better to

solve it, then we should find a way to make this investment and get this job done.

Thank you!
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Good Morning Mr. Good ling and members of the Committee. I would like to thank you for your

long standing support of the Even Start Family Literacy program. Today, my comments to you

are specifically about Pennsylvania and how we have used the Even Start program to jettison

larger efforts that are designed to address issues specific to Pennsylvania. I hopemy testimony

provides you with an illustrative example of why states need flexible federal legislation to

accomplish state goals.

First, I would like to tell you a little about myself. My name is Cheryl Keenan and I am the

Director of the Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy Education in the Pennsylvania Department of

Education. I am responsible for the administration of the Even Start Family Literacy program as

well as Title II of Workforce Investment Act (WIA), the Adult Education and Family Literacy

Act, in addition to related state programs. My comments today come from the perspective of

someone who is responsible for designing state programs that leverage state, federal and local

funds to fit the needs of my state under the leadership of Pennsylvania's Governor, Tom Ridge.

The work of this current Congress, specifically in advancing the opportunities to design

comprehensive family literacy services, is well noted. The opportunities you have provided to

states through Title II of WIA, the Reading Excellence Act, Even Start, Head Start, and

Community Services Block Grant give states the unparalleled opportunities to use family literacy

to accomplish multiple public policy priorities. I would like to tell you a Pennsylvania story

about family literacy.

In 1992, when Even Start was transferred from federal to state control. Pennsylvania was

awarded $3.3 million. With those federal resources, we funded 15 projects which increased to 24

programs by 1998. As a result, Pennsylvania grew strong expertise in family literacy and a

strong base of support as demonstrated by the following:

2
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Several of Pennsylvania's projects were chosen by USDOE for representation on two

national projects: the creation of a national publication entitled, 'Guide to Quality Indicators

for Even Start Program? and an observational study of exemplary programs.

Even Start programs played a key role in the establishment of the Family Literacy

Division within Pennsylvania Association for Adult and Continuing Education in 1997.

The Even Start programs began the development and finalization of a new family

literacy evaluation system to measure the effectiveness of family literacy in Pa.

During the FY 1998-99 budget process, Governor Ridge proposed a new state family literacy

initiative by earmarking $3 million of the state adult literacy appropriation for family literacy

programs. In the early days of policy decision making about how these moneys would be used,

we turned to our Even Start programs to advise us on critical issues of practice. One of the first

decisions made was to merge Even Start and the Pennsylvania Family Literacy Program into one

comprehensive statewide program of family literacy. That decision allowed us to leverage

available current federal funds to effect an $8 million family literacy program. The net result

was expanding family literacy services to 53 family literacy programs within 36 counties serving

approximately 2500 families. Even Start personnel have been called on to provide leadership

and technical assistance to new providers just signing on to family literacy services and in

creating a statewide training and technical assistance network for family literacy. The work

already in progress to evaluate family literacy services puts us years ahead in designing a

statewide evaluation system. In short, the existence of a strong network for Even Start programs

was instrumental in Pennsylvania achieving its family literacy goals.

The second point I would like to make is that states need flexible pieces of federal legislation to

achieve state determined policy priorities. In designing the family literacy program in
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Pennsylvania, we reflected on the major priorities the Governor has set for education and

economic and workforce development along with the critical needs of the Commonwealth. The

family literacy program was designed to support and to add value to existing initiatives in the

following ways.

4

Family literacy can ensure academic achievement for all students as defined

by the Pennsylvania Academic Standards.

Under Tom Ridge's leadership, Pennsylvania adopted high academic standards for

the academic success of all children. Family literacy programs support the

academic success of children by providing preschool children with appropriate

early childhood experiences that will ensure children enter school with the

readiness skills needed for academic success as defined by the state standards.

Family literacy prepares parents to be active partners in the literacy acquisition of

their children.

Family Literacy supports the Governor's early childhood reading initiative,

Read to Succeed.

The goal of Read to Succeed is that every student will be able to read with

comprehension no later than the end of the third grade. Pennsylvania has made a

substantial monetary commitment to this goal by appropriating $35 million in the

first year of the initiative and a total of $100 million over a three year period. The

initiative is designed to provide an early literacy intervention plan of intensive

reading instruction for students who are not progressing towards sufficient levels

of proficiency on the state standards for reading. Read to Succeed acknowledges
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the importance of parent support of children in literacy acquisition, a primary

tenet of all family literacy programs. Therefore, school districts applying for

Read to Succeed funding must demonstrate how parents will be meaningfully

involved in planning and implementing the reading program through preschool

and primary levels in collaboration with family literacy and adult literacy

programs. Reading activities offered through Read to Succeed must extend

reading activities into other community based resources that include public

libraries, Head Start, family literacy, and childcare programs.

Family Literacy works collaboratively with strong public libraries.

Governor Ridge has committed to strengthening public libraries in Pennsylvania

through a doubling of resources over a two year period to build the critical

infrastructure of the library system. This commitment has provided new

opportunities for collaboration with family literacy programs that include Family

Literacy and Library Partnerships for Reading to provide expanded opportunities

for reading programs throughout the summer months and to extend reading

activities beyond the school into community settings.

Family literacy supports the Commonwealth's economic development

agenda.

With the creation of Team Pennsylvania, the Governor's comprehensive economic

development strategy, Governor Ridge created a vision for workforce

development that built upon a foundation of skills and knowledge of PA's

workforce as the key to providing enhanced opportunities for individuals and
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economic competitive advantage for businesses and communities. Included as a

goal for Pennsylvania's workforce system is an educated workforce with relevant

skills. In establishing the Team Pennsylvania Human Resource Investment

Council (HRIC), Governor Ridge included state and federally funded adult

education and family literacy programs under the purview of the HRIC.

Consequently, family literacy in Pennsylvania is viewed not only as supporting an

overall educational agenda, but also as supporting the economic competitiveness

of the Commonwealth. Family literacy includes critical adult education services

that integrate work-based skills into the adult education curriculum.

Family literacy prepares adults for economic self sufficiency.

Beginning with the Even Start program in 1992 and extending to the entire family

literacy program in 1998, the Commonwealth initiated plans to use the family

literacy program for those most in need of services. With the recent changes

under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) Program,

Pennsylvania is complementing its welfare-to-work provisions with family

literacy in order to strengthen families and help prepare adults for the "world of

work".

Services are prioritized to individuals based the welfare recipients ability to obtain

and keep jobs. Programs are designed to provide optimum intensity for those in

early stages of welfare support and are also provided as wrap around services for

those who must be participating in a work activity under Pennsylvania law.

Family literacy services are a part of an individual's Agreement of Mutual

Responsibility and family literacy programs are working with County Assistance
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Offices to define appropriate educational plans for welfare recipients. Special

Demonstration Welfare-to-Work programs are designed to assist adults in existing

family literacy programs to meet welfare requirements and prepare for

employment or enhance their skills for advancement.

Communities are collaborating to deliver a new range of services to families.

Partnerships have been established between local adult education providers, such

as Intermediate Units, Literacy Councils, Area Vocational-Technical Schools,

community colleges and libraries; and early childhood education organizations,

such as Head Start, school districts and licensed child day care centers, to

combine resources and support education as well as welfare reform goals.

In these ways, family literacy is supporting broad policy goals that have been set to

address the needs of Pennsylvania's citizens. In reauthorizing the Even Start program, I

hope Congress recognizes that states require optimal flexibility in order to pull state and

federal programs together in ways that address state specific needs. There are no cookie

cutter approaches to literacy that fit all 50 states.

The third point is I will make is about how Pennsylvania is approaching accountability

for its family literacy programs. We believe that the ultimate accountability that exists is

between the Commonwealth and its local programs because ultimately Pennsylvania has

the greatest need to ensure that its citizens are properly served. One example of this

philosophy is in Pennsylvania's Adult Education program. Pennsylvania adopted a

rigorous approach to continuous improvement and program performance standards for its

adult education programs prior to the enactment of federal legislation requiring those

components. Already, Pennsylvania has extended those accountability requirements to
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the adult education components of the family literacy program and is engaging family

literacy programs in meaningful program improvement activities. Additionally,

Pennsylvania is developing a planned course of action to develop appropriate

accountability measures for the entire family literacy program whether or not they are

required by federal legislation. We will approach those measures of accountability in

coordination with the myriad of other programs designed to accomplish Pennsylvania

goals.

In conclusion, I wish to re- emphasize that Pennsylvania has used the opportunities

provided by the federal Even Start program to create a statewide comprehensive family

literacy program in the Commonwealth. The existence of a strong family literacy

program through Even start has allowed our state to create a large scale family literacy

initiative by (I) drawing upon the strong program expertise for program and instructional

leadership and (2) playing off the strong public support that Even Start has built since its

inception. Without the federal Even Start program, it is unlikely that Pennsylvania would

have mobilized its state resources as quickly as it did to achieve its goals. However, and

more importantly, Pennsylvania has managed to use the family literacy program to

support what Pennsylvania needs to ensure the academic success of its students and

realize its economic development agenda. Our approach to accountability is one that

makes sense for the quality of our programs and for coordinating those measures with

other initiatives that family literacy supports. As a result of the agenda we have

developed in Pennsylvania, the goals of the family literacy program are to (1) help

parents become full partners in the education of their children, (2) to assist children in

reaching their full potential as learners, (3) to provide literacy instruction for parents, and

(4) to help families break the cycle of welfare dependence. By implementing specific

state initiatives such as Read to Succeed, Pennsylvania Academic Standards, and Team
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Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania has positioned family literacy to be an important contributor

to things that are important to Pennsylvania: its children, its families, its communities,

and its competitive advantage for its businesses and citizens.
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Richmond County Even Start Family Literacy Project

Rockingham, North Carolina
May 12, 1999

I'd like to tell you today about Even Start and how this
program and the opportunities it offers is making a difference in
the lives of many families in Richmond County.

Our Even Start program began in response to a disturbing
trend of increasing numbers of children entering kindergarten each
year with significant developmental delays particularly in
language. This was especially true in our school district, which
is located in one of the most impoverished areas of the county.
Many of the parents of these children were undereducated and
unemployed or barely making it at minimum wage jobs. A large
number of these children lived in single parent households , often
with the Mom providing the sole support for the family, usually
through public assistance. In spite of on going efforts on behalf
of the school staff to encourage parental involvement, there was
very little participation in school activities and in the child's
learning. Many parents seemed apathetic, appearing to place full
responsibility for their child's education with the school staff.

As we began to implement our family literacy program we soon
realized that what we viewed as "apathy" on the part of parents in
our school district was insecurity and fear...fear that they would
appear inadequate in the eyes of the teachers. Many also believed
that since they had not succeeded in school, that they were not
qualified to help educate their children...better to let teachers
do the job. Not only did the parents doubt their own abilities,
but they did not realize the importance of their role as motivator
and teacher to help ensure their child's educational progress and
future success.

Often parents lacked support systems, and they felt isolated
and powerless to make positive changes in their lives. The
educational and social services available in the community did not
meet the needs of many families because the family members did not
know how to utilize available resources. Or, they had too many
barriers to overcome in order to make use of these services, such
as lack of childcare, transportation, and/or poor communication
skills.
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A solution was found in the Even Start family literacy
program, which provides the basis for an effective
home/school/community partnership. Not only does Even Start
provide educational opportunities for parents and their children,
but it also offers an opportunity to centralize, coordinate and
build upon existing community resources. Representatives from
local service agencies have been recruited as active partners in
our project in providing for individual and family needs that are
beyond the scope of the educational components.

At Richmond County Even Start parents and children attend
school together at Rohanen Primary school. Parents and children
are provided integrated, holistic educational opportunities which
accommodate student interests, needs, and emerging literacy
skills. This is offered through three components: early childhood
education for 3 and 4 year olds, adult education, and parenting
education, with a family focus on learning.

Through the early childhood component, preschool children
are provided activities and experiences through discovery, play,
and exploration that promote problem solving skills, nurture
creative thinking and facilitate all areas of development. These
preschool classes are nationally accredited through NAEYC.
Language development is the main focus of this component. Our Even
Start childrefi have shown average gains ranging from 16 to 24
months in language for 9 months of instruction during each of the
5 years of program implementation.

At the same time, the parents are provided opportunities and
experiences through adult education and parenting education that
focuses on the adult learner in the context of being a parent, a
responsible citizen, and a member or future member of the
workforce. The staff of each instructional component works
together as a planning team to provide a welcoming, supportive
environment that begins to break down the barrier of anxiety and
fear that keeps many adults from returning to school. The staff
constantly strives to help students continue in the program until
their goals are met. We have had a yearly average attendance rate
of 90% or above with an average retention rate of 85%.

The adult classes are provided on site at the primary school
that houses Even Start's preschool classes. This allows for daily
interaction between parent and child in a school setting. Parents
not only explore parenting issues in their Parent Education class
but have an opportunity through PACT to practice strategies
discussed. During this time the instructional team models
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positive ways to interact with children and motivate or facilitate
their learning.

Further strategies used to promote positive parenting include
parenting workshops facilitated by the Even Start staff,
representatives from various community agencies such as the health
department, the developmental evaluation center, and local
hospitals, which offer workshops on issues such as child
development, health and safety, behavior management, and other
areas as requested by the parents. Literacy, however, remains the
primary focus of the parenting component. Parents and children
enjoy reading activities offered through programs such as "Book
It" and MOTHEREAD, as well as reading experiences provided by
school resource teachers and by the local library, where most
parents have received and use their library card. Our Even Start
lending library is used extensively, and is stocked with a wide
variety of books, games, and activities for the entire family to
check out and enjoy. Parents have more reading materials in their
home and are reading and enjoying reading more to their children.
Many students are participating in school functions and attending
PTO meetings, with one former student serving as PTO president
last year. Most participants, as well as former participants, are
now attending parent-teacher conferences.

Adult education has traditionally focused on literacy
activities that are integrated throughout the adult education and
parenting education component. However, our program is constantly
evolving to meet the changing needs of the participants. One
example of this is the increasing emphasis on employability skills
attainment due to the welfare to work initiative. In the past,
most adult students expressed the desire to earn a GED
certificate, with hopes of getting a job or a better job in the
distant future, or perhaps of continuing their education. Now 40%
of our students are involved in the welfare to work reform
program, and their focus is on learning the skills necessary to
get a job now. In order to accommodate these students we have
made the following additions and changes to our literacy strand: a
30 hour employability skills workshop is offered to all students
at our site through the Human Resource Development department of
Richmond Community College. This includes practice in job seeking
skills and techniques such as completing job applications and
resumes', job searches through a variety of resources within the
community, visits to local businesses, practice job interviews,
exercises to promote problem solving, teamwork, and leadership.
These skills are also practiced by students serving as class
leaders on a rotating basis, serving on student committees, and
having multiple opportunities to direct their own learning.
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Students also volunteer throughout the school, including in the
classrooms, the offices and the library, as well as volunteering
for various duties in the adult classroom.

As an example of an effective school/business partnership,
Sara Lee Corporation recently donated 12 computers and, printers
for the adult students. Students now participate in computer
classes twice weekly, and have become proficient in basic computer
skills. Plans are in the works next year for job shadowing through
local employers.

By striving to meet the needs of the students in our program,
we have celebrated many student successes. Each year the students
have shown gains in reading and in math that have exceeded our
stated objectives. In addition, many have met or have exceeded
their stated goals of improving math, reading, and writing skills,
as well as earning their GED and/or obtaining a job. Five have
completed Effective Teacher Training courses and are working in
the school system as substitute teachers or teacher assistants.
Two are employed by Even Start, while at the same time attending
college and rearing a family.

Our Even Start program has not only had a positive impact on
our current and former participants, but it has also had a
rippling effect throughout their families and the community. Our
students are our best recruiters, and they have influenced others
to join our program and/or to become more involved in their
child's school.

Richmond County Even Start serves as a mentor site for new
Even Start projects throughout the state. We are currently
participating in a research study through the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. They are compiling data on former
students. Data they have shared with us has indicated continuing
positive success in school, with children continuing to function
at or above grade level.

Many of our nation's families seem to be in crisis.
Even Start Family Literacy Programs are one avenue of hope for
many of these families. It is our hope in Richmond County that
this opportunity will not be closed to them.
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The Oklahoma City Public Schools Family Literacy program

received Even Start funds for the legislated limit of eight

years. It was validated as a model program by the VS

Department of Education in May of 1993. By the end of eight

years, the program had developed many collaborative

partnerships that were vital to its operation and the in-kind

budget exceeded the grant amount by approximately $72,000.

Even with this degree of success and with so many

collaborations, an excellent program, would not have survived

without Title I support. However, with Title I support, the

original program survived and a second Even Start grant was

awarded to the district to open three new auxiliary sites.

For Even Start family literacy programs to survive

beyond eight years, there must be some other consistent,

sufficient source of funding available. Since the goals of

Title I and Even Start are so compatible, it seems logical

that the two programs be supported with funds from the same

basic source. Even Start grants that establish family

literacy programs are, after all, funded by Title I - Part B.

Fortunately, at about the same time that the OCPS

had to secure other funding, an article appeared in

the Third Quarter 1996 issue of Window on the World of Family

iteracy which stated that "Title I, the largest funding

portion from the Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA) may be

the best untapped source of funding.for family literacy

programs." The article titled "Strengthening the Ties

Between the New Title I and Family L
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advocated the use of Title I funds to implement family

literacy in public schools. Mary Jean LeTendre, Director of

Compensatory Education Programs at the U.S. Department of

Education was quoted as saying,'"Any-school that runs a

schoolwide program does not have to ask for any kind of

permission to.run an Even Start program."

The use of Title I funds to support family literacy

programs in elementary schools:would not only make it

possible to serve more at-risk families with the kind of

intense educational services needed to break their cycle of

undereduoation and poverty; but Title I funds would also

make it possible for elementary schools to serve families

with children below mandatory school age and above the age of

seven which is the limit with Even Start funds.

A longitudinal studyconducted.by the local evaluator of

the OCAS Even Start program indicated that only 19.- ,or

approximately one fourth - of the:original Even Start

programs funded in 1989 are still in existence. According to

their replies,to a written survey,all of the surviving

programs are collocated sites which fully implement all:four

components of family literacy. An elementary.school located

in a neighborhood with a high- population-of-educationally and

economically at-risk families -1.e..a schoolwide

program - is an ideal setting for a family literacy_ program

where all of the elements can function as a whole.

A study of the surveys returned by-12 of-the 19 original

programs reveals two keys to their survival s 11) federal or

SST COPY AVA1LA
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school district funding (which could mean Title I monies);

(2) association with an elementary school.

In the previously mentioned article, Mary Jean LeTendre

also says, "If I were to say what I think can be the

quintessential leveler of the haves and have note, it would

be family literacy." In 1989 family literacy was a term.

which many lawmakers and citizens had never heard. In 1999,

just ten years later, family literacy has proven itself as a

successful program with the potential to lift families from

poverty to self-sufficiency and to empower parents to advance

their own education and be positively involved in the

education of their children.

A recent report released by the National Center for

Family Literacy revealed that family literacy is included and

encouraged in very specific ways in a number of currently

reauthorized acts. These include (1) the William F. Goodling

Child Nutrition Reauthorization Act of 1998; (2) Even Start

Reauthorization; (3) the Reading Excellence Act; (S) Head

Start Reauthorization; (6) Family Literacy Federal Work-

Study Waiver; (7) the Adult Education and Family Literacy Act

(Title II of the Workforce Investment Act); and (a) Title I

Reauthorization.

The original intent of the Even Start law was to bring

together services that already existed in local communities

to provide comprehensive, intensive, holistic services to

families who needed them. The inclusion of family literacy

in such positive ways in all of the above legislation

8o
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indicates that real collaboration is now occurring at the

federal as well as the local level. Surely Title I should be

one of the key participants in the new family literacy

initiative. I am grateful, for the sake of many families in

Oklahoma City, that our local school administrators thought

so.

As a member of an Even Start staff for the past ten years,

I have seen the power of family literacy at work. The

importance of a parent in a child's education has been

demonstrated in many powerful ways in our program. Those who

have been fortunate enough to grow up-in homes where

education was valued by parents should not need anyone to

convince them-of the effectiveness of intergenerational

intervention! Only positive things can happen if the use of

Title I funds, as-well as other federal funds whiCh impact

education, leakes it possible to.offer more family literacy

services to more children and their parents.
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ABSTRACT OF PROJECT

In 1994, during its sixth year of operation, the Oklahoma City Public Schools Even Start
Program was validated by the Program Effectiveness Panel of the U.S. Department of Education,
as a model program (See letter in Appendix.) Program design is based primarily on the Kenan
Trust Family Literacy Program, to data the most successful nationally recognized family literacy
program. Even Start's five components are: adult education, early childhood education, parenting
education, parent/child interaction and home visits. The ten year old, center based mentoring site
is located in Capitol Hill Elementary School; parents and children attend classes concurrently at
the site. Three new locations opened during the 1997-98 school year. All adult and early
childhood classes meet concurrently in Eisenhower Elementary School, in Olivet Baptist Church
near Eugene Field Elementary School. and at Wesley United Methodist Church near Horace Mann
Elementary School, At the motoring site and at two auxiliary sites, classes meet four mornings a
week for three hours. At Eisenhower classes meet for twenty-nine hours per week to facilitate
collaboration with the Department of Human Services. Adult participants must need adult education
(which may include English as a Second Language instruction) and be parents of children birth
through seven years of age. Transportation via Oklahoma City Public School buses is provided at
three sites. Lunch and breakfast through the federal school meals program are available at all sites.

The adult education curriculum is student driven and includes life skills, parenting skills,
job related skills and academic instruction. The early childhood curriculum is developmentally
appropriate and is designed to enhance the physical, social, emotional and academic success of
children in a safe, supportive and culturally sensitive environment.

Home visits provide opportunity for Even Start parent facilitators and Parents as Teachers
parent educators to meet specific individual family needs in the areas of child development,
academic instruction, parenting and referral to local community social agencies.

A primary goal for each Even Start family is successful social, economic and academic
integration into the culturally diverse local community with concurrent celebration and enhancement
of each culture therein represented. The mentoring site and one auxiliary site are in a
predominately Latino area of the city; one auxiliary site provides opportunity to work with Asian
Americans as well as Latinos; the other auxiliary site is over ninety percent African American.

The program has collaborative agreements with at least twelve local community
organizations, institutions and businesses to maximize its federal dollars and its services to at-risk
families. In its ninth year as it opened three new sites, the program added Title 1, the Metropolitan
Library System, Parents as Teachers and two local churches as major collaborators. Indeed,the
financial committment of $330,000 of Title I money to support the total Oklahoma City Public
School District Even Start Program (letter of support included in grant) makes it possible for Even
Start grant money to support three new sites in high-need areas.

Even Start directly addresses four of the broad-range Ooals 2000: (1) children will begin
school ready to learn; (2) every school will promote partnerships to increase parental involvement;
(3) developmentally appropriate preschools of high quality will be available to children; and (4)
every adult in America will possess the skills and knowledge to be a responsible citizen ina global
economy.

In addition to participation in the national Even Start evaluation, a local evaluation team
conducts extensive research on program effectiveness at all four sites. These yearly evaluation
reports consistently indicate high rates of attendance and retention and overall succcess for
preschool and adult participants. Qualitative as well as quantitative data is collected and reveals
many strengths of the program.

The Oklahoma City Public Schools Even Start is one of the few original 1989 grantees still
in existence; it is also one of the largest in the United States.
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Strengthening the Ties
Between the New Title I

and Family Literacy
Title I, the largest-funding portion from the Elementary
,and "Secondary Education Act (ESEA) may bathe best
untapped source of funding.forfamily literacy programs.

family honey
Orognints CM end should
access lids 1 funds for
their programs. eithoush
Mi source often la
overlooked, Mary lean
LeTandre. director of
Compensatory. Education

Programs it the U.S
Department a/ Education
side at ire Fifth Annuli
Pinions! Confennce on
Family Literacy.

LaTkndre, who is
charged with overseeing
buth Title I and Even
Stan, mild that not wily
can This I funds be used
for family literacy
programs serving children
from aims zero to elgM.
the ages which Even Stan
covers but under new
regulador.s end polkles.
they also can be used us
emend family literacy
services to any child in a
school. rogardlese of age.

Before 1094 reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESSAYnow the !motoring
America's School Act. Mast t was used primarily for pull-
out progrems and meth and rending tornedIstion for
children Mending high 'weeny schools: Time pail Iwo
roeuthotizations of the act, changed not only This Pt focus

"If 1 were to say what !think can be
the quintessential leveler In our coon
try of the henfes.end the hare nets, it
A./Dublin family literacy."

-- Mary /eon talbotem, menu,.
Cometosterr Idrortion heron, U.S. Depovene ef Meows

flan one of tentediadon
m prevention. thereby
lonourasing the funding
of preschewl program.
but also Messed the role
offs parent In the
child's education.

Now, in schools
melee I high parceninge
of immlocame children.
Tale I. Pan A funds.
slam with other federal
educuloa foods, can be
seed to improve Monte-
don for the *hole school
and meet be pod, used
to suppon parte: insole..
MOM.

:Speaking .to family

*educators and program

and sdsool
during the Nahanst
Confluence on Family
Limner, leTendre

.ronphashrod the Inver
Ma of dm patent In a
child's 'decagon Slid

eaplehaul ways to de ilthi I funds to family Mersey
progreemnIng.

'There is a counterietultivenees In our public school
system. panicubrly among those who haven't worked
wInt duke.' Laltndre told do pep. It's that If you
spend a dotter. on the parent. you're taking Use dollar owe,
hem the kids. We've got be pesent the kind of widano

Third Quarter 19iie ,razdaw on the am44 of Amu, Mowry 11
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we need to let them know that you

ere, in fact, ievaling not only In this
child or In two children. You're
investina In the whole Family; you're
investing In the Mine of Mu family.

"If I were to any what I dtink
an be the quintessential leveler in
our country Odle haves and the

have nets." IM said. it would be
family 'homy."

Lalinthe said dun by family
theme, the means programs the
provide intense educational swims
to both parents and children. Most imminently, however.
through those programs "the parent kerns how Inmenun
edueation is and how to foster that attitude."

"TIM I says It manueges mat Involvement
missies. Including family Iltaracy. So whet can Title I
de? she asked the audience reetorleally.

According to her answer, it can do more than It coltIll
before the end of April when the connecdon between
family Mang and Tide I beaus. a kale etrottpf.

One thing tile I fondle may be used for h a
schoolwIds program.

"Any school that serves (a population with 130E
poverty may run admolwide program," IATendre mid.
"Oirresitly them are OM seboolwIde pogroms with the
potential to triple to 21400.

"Any school that nary a sehoolwide program.' des
further eapialned, "does not ham to at for any kind of
penniulon to run an Even Pun ream. They can do
what they wish to with that money. They can educate the
parent they can educate the Mild.

"Thete's to be kcal decision makingI Want to soy
that loud 41,4 clearland decision maim at the school
bonding level. No district should be telling a 'Ede I school
'this la Old you're going to do.' " she emphasised.
Special committees of teachers. parents and community
members decide how the Tide I budget will be spat in
particular school.

Ivan though This t preschool programs will hays m
ma Mad St.R psrfontiance standards beginning wish Om
1996-97 seheM yew. that will not preclude them from
implemenden an Even Start model. Lettndre em011ariesd.

`You will probably be ImpkmentIng Owe Head Rein
pa/fortunes standards by the vary nom of naming
geed early childhood proemm." she said. However. lids
I preschool programs that chasm to use the Even Start
model, are riot required to Implement the proposed Head
Stan performance standards:" (A copy of the Head Stan
performance atendards to which Title I will be accountable
CM be found Its rte April 22, 1996 farad Register.]

94

The new nth f promotes greater
flailbility In shit an of fedorof
011are and peva ell high stan-
dards for all Winn. As o pen of
this new offers. family Otology eon

be en Integre. pert In helping

Children retch high stanilapilt of
eirafentis performance. "'

11

1111

tun making is clear that you

till can say, In 'file I district or
This 1 schooL '1 want to implement
an Even Burt milder in preschool.
that means op to the age of tensest.
key artendarea," abs said.

out die major change In TM I
and family literacy le that Tide
programs "may serve kids beyond
apt 0 through S. You may do hinny
homey for any age In that school."
LaTenthe announr.m.

"You may me an ergo Sian
pogrom." du (=dotted."' family literacy Intl Stan
modified by qe. my way you want In my Tide I school
In this Wm, of which them ue 34000. It's la writing In
ow policy manual and ha beta mos to every LEA (local
edueenen ageaefl.

"In fact, the leghladon requires teeth eehoolwide
programs and targeted assistance schools to Include as
commune of their programs. .stungtes to Menem
parental Involvement Including badly literacy setvlese

"We have made It dug In our policy manual that if a
E mend eulatuuse school cheastu to have a strong family
Memo focus, It could enigma and select as those In
vestal need only these children whose parents ham
educational nes& or who do not have their CID or high
ached diploma.

'Is addition, our policy manual sues from the
susuot. LilAs with a Pee A alleedlen ever $s00000
emu spend at last 1% Of Its aMmadoe for LEA and
school level parentel involvsmsnt ectivides, Including
holly liseracy wahine and mining to enhance pawky
*Ills: We would evert all LEAs to upend as lam as
that lard of mourns," she said.

"You can arks kids di the way Minuet shoal with
this family literacy model If you mot to. ... You could
e ven do It In high school." she added.

want you to know (Tide I feeds aryl available. You
new have every tool you rood; du said. "You've got a If
billion program at year heed,. You've as a model that
ratting fee family lihrecy."

And. according to Latendre. even with numerous
budget cite on Capitol TOIL there Amid he no few the
/the 1 funding will be reduced.

"WMteva Mongoose dotal. you're going en have a
nth 1 badges to week vat LEM level- funded neat year.

"Them will be no ... cut," she told the audience.
'Rigid new the House and Senate have Title I level-
fended from last year ... I am pinged 10 say char Mire's
no way they're going to go berkwards.

"1 believe (family literacy lei the intervention of die

WillIIIRP sn &room offrodly Iherosy Third Quarter Nal
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future." LaTendee said. Wilma lee that
which teM make a difference. You can spa
loosebumpi. as I do. when you think about
InterroNng with the whole family and what it
moms forever for anyone, for everyone.

"I was the first one In my family ever to p
to Map." noted Lellindte, who pew up with
limbed mamma Ina anal %mask commr
nity. hoe a eon now who's e lawyer, a
daughter who completed her MI1Nesthineerthli
degree; completed bar Ph.D.. and Is now the
first women professor In the business school of
opethtlews LIVA. And that's because I had a
palm behind me. I had parent who espoused

everything horn me. end (I MA some opportu-
nity.

"You base to emote osportunities." she
salt "I team to my this Is the opportunity.

"somebody said to me yesterday that the
D1122112=11211 Of Education will bays to

eery the torch. Well. easy the torch.' she
told the crowd. "You're solo' to have to light
du flow ntundhata this whole nation so we
can solve this problem that we base before ea

You're ten the vatting wise

95

Now to Accesslitle I Funds
PorYbur Runny Literacy Fragrant

Contest the Tide I director at the state
education genes

Call the superintendent of the Markt and
-prindpal of the school In your area11111
them @bout your program and of your
Interest in usinTillo I funds to support It

Meet with the tilstrlalldi I director.

Address the PTA concerning firmly literacy.

Address a site staff meeting about 'unify
hearacit

Invite staff to visit your family literary
program,

-WhatTItle I Does
This I supports parts of family literacy programs In some maw already. In an elementary

school In Ft'AfiWrIa.Indlans.TItle I provides the preschool component of the family literacy
program. In the Los Angeles area:ride I supporo the salaries of the parent coordinators. A

- dIstrict Tide I parent liaison In the Denver area parddpues In family literacy parent groups.

One larger scale. Innovative school districts are considering how funny !Unity could be
the foundation for reform for schoohvide programs. Each of the four convening' Ina family
literacy program could provide the Kronur. of the schooNvIde plan. Parent Involvement
would be redefined, with more duration and Intensity than previously seen In This L and
loving the additional advantage of extending the term of support for families from preschool
yeah through the elernernary grades.

WhatTltle I Can Do forYou
Fund your family literacy preschool program.

Fund parent time and adult literacy components of family-Ilteracy programs.

Fund family literacy as a whole school reform model for schoolwide projects.

Fund staff training for the parent-Involvement component.

Third Quarter 1996 Window on the WOW afP11111, Illeragy
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An ankle I read a few years ego in dm National Center
for Family Unrary newsletter strikes me ea having some
essential ideas for the justification to develop family literacy
in Title I schoolvtide projects. 'ruled "Solving the Problem
at the Source." It focused on parents playing a vital role in
preparing their children for school through family literacy
and Included the following anecdote:

"Cornish communities used to determine penon's
sanity by confronting him with three elements: a spigot,
. bucket, and ladle. As water flowed from the spigot
into the bucket, he was Inwucted to keep the water from
overflowing. No maser how tenaciously and effectively
he ladled water from the bucker keeping it from over-
flowinghe was judged Insane If he failed to turn off
the spigot."

There may be no boar illustration of the fallacy in try-
ing to solve the nation's education problems by confining
reforms to the IC -12 erodes. To date. school-based nforms,
have achieved limited success because they have failed to
nun off the spigot and address the need* of red family as e
unit in which children loam their first and most lasting les-
Ions.

Title I, through family literacy, Is poised perfectly to
play a vital role in school reform by recognizing that it can
holpfill In the rnInaInig planes,

Since the 1988 reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Act, Title I posterns have played key role In
reform of schools with a high number of poor children. But

In

the last reauthorize-
don. aptly titled Im-
proving America's
Schools Act, noon-
ages the development
of schools, ide pro-
grams, whatever a
student's family in-

Since then.
Title I staff have bro-
ken ow of the stereo-
type of Isolated pullow
anion with pocket
of flashcards under
their eons. They have
led the movement
thee* argued that par
ants who lack func-
tioosl literacy skills
cannot provide the
guidance and encour-
agement their young
children need to de-

velop and maintain en interest in education. Now Title I staff
are often the curriculum leaders of their schools, leading
reform efforts and making schools parent itiendly. Before
the Improving America's Schools Act, they didn't have the
authority to tem off the spigot.

The taw gives them that authority and puts hefty sums
of funds behind it. But ire family literacy that provides some
essential tools to make wheel reform with schoolwIde pro-
gnnu a long-term success. Nat's strengths model of fun-
ny literacy builds on the positive qualities families already
have; builds quality and developmentally appropriate early
childhood end elementary program; sets the step for par-
ents to leans literacy skills reciprocally: and facilitates par-
ents leaning from their children during child-directed in-
teraction.

With quality reform models that may include approaches
with thematic Instnotion. whole 'school emphasis on lit-
eracy. and curriculum development and teaching strategist
structured on cunrew brain research. as well en on multiple
intelliaeon, school reform through schoolwkie programs
now has the mole.

With the potential of Title I developing 21,000
schoolvilde projects, family literacy can help America reach
National Education Goals I, 5, and I. Then we'll no longer
have to talk about turning off the spigot. Then we can talk
about reaching world clew standards.

In the words of Mary Jean LeTandre, director of cam-
pensetery education at the U.S. Deparunent of Education.
"You now have every tool you need."

Window not th DA( of fa mily literacy Pint Quarter 1997
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APPENDIX-G - WRITTEN TESTIMONY.OF SISTER-BARBARA ANN
ENGLISH, NOTRE DAME MISSION AMERICORP VOLUNTEER PROGRAM,
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
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To: House Committee on Education and the Work Force
From: Notre Dame Amen Corps - Baltimore Sr. Barbara Ann English
Re: Family Literacy

Mr. Chair and Committee Members:

I am happy to be here today to witness to the success story of Notre Dame ArneriCorps in
five places: Boston, San Francisco, Cincinnati, Apopka, and Baltimore. We are four years
old and have done some amazing work in tutoring, after school programs, community
service projects, and family literacy. The special witness I can offer you today, however,
will be more focused on the work in Baltimore, a work I know well and love.

The story takes place in southeast Baltimore. The date is the early '90's and the scene is
challenging. Non-profits, community activists, institutions, business and civic leaders,
parents and community association leaders have studied census data and reflected on
trends from the period 1980-1990. We saw things like a 48.5% industrial job loss; an
11% vacancy rate; 1099 houses up for sale in a very stable neighborhood. Collectively,
we resolved to turn the situation around. We developed a comprehensive community plan
making concrete recommendations on economic development, stabilization of housing,
and improvement in the quality of life for our neighborhoods.

One of the priority recommendations was to create and implement a plan on how to
strengthen and support our schools. We recognized that schools are important anchors in
neighborhoods and unless they are excellent, residents will not choose to send their
children to them. We also recognized that Baltimore City Public Schools are
under-budgeted and need the support of the entire community if they are to. succeed in
their mission. To organize this action around our schools we set up the Southeast
Education Task Force.

The Southeast Education Task Force is a dedicated group of volunteers: community
activists, non-profit representatives, parents, teachers, principals, and partners from the
University of Maryland College Park. Through dialogue and reflection we set a course for
school-community partnership action in the 16 schools located in southeast Baltimore.

Enter Notre Dame ArneriCorp. Perfect timing. -In the first year of action we were able to
send to two snuggling schools in our ccimimmity410 AmeriCorps members to get things
done. They tutored children eight hours a day, Monday through Friday. They were an
amazing grace for both schools.

Over the years we basis been able to build the-base of.AmeriCorps members to 29 in
Baltimore and 13 of them are at the Julie Community Center where l.work. From the
Center these thirteen work in three elementary schools: General' Wolfe, City Springs, and
Tench Tilghman. All of them are involved directly with 'children, but as a team, we have
concentrated onengaging the whole family in school,success. That is.our special spin on
Family Literacy. Our 'strategies are many:

(99)
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AmeriCorps members act as teacher aides in the classroom and work with children in
after school houis. Their focus is reading, and I am proud to say that in every one of
the four years of service AmeriCorps members have been successful in helping children
reach one grade level of improvement in reading, sometimes two.

Complementing their efforts with the children, the Julie Center engages adults in
instructing parents in literacy, pre-GED, and GED. Sometimes those things happen in
the same room at the same time. Most of the time they don't. They happen in
separate spaces at different times. What is not important is where and when, what is
important is that the family is focused on success in learning.

AmeriCorps members work with parents whose children are not on task in school or
are acting out. Through a process of praise and rewards they encourage those parents
to be cheerleaders for their children. Notices go home with a check list of positive
things that parents can do to help motivate the child for school success and the parent
signs off to show their collaboration in the strategy to help the child succeed.
The Julie Center provides parent development sessions at our schools. These are
spin-offs of family literacy where we work with parents and children in double
sessions, one in separate groups and one together. We read and talk about aspects of
family life such as respect for family members, positive communication, family rules
and consequences. Another spin-off is health literacy where we work at basic health
issues through reading and reflecting on health problems and how to prevent or care
for them in a pro-active way. Yet another spin-ofris Parents with Power sessions
where parents move from oral engagement around welfare-to-work to the creation of
individual life plans for personal development, family improvement, and employment
readiness. All these efforts work together to promote family learning and set the tone
for meeting expectations that we can succeed as individuals and as families.

Finally, I would like to relay some of our future plins around family learning and
school success. For school year 1999-2000 we are planning with the help of
AmeriCorps members a full-service school at Teach Tilghman Elementary School.
This school is located in the Empowerment Zone and is a Hot Spot community. It
suffers the plight of many urban areas in terms of poverty, crime, and drugs. Under
the excellent leadership of Ms. Elizabeth Turner, the Principal of Tench Tilghman and
with the full collaboration of her staff we arc pursuing partnerships to provide a full
array of social-health-adult education-employment services az Tench Tilghman.
AmeriCorps members will be engaged in the many aspects of family literacy through
this effort, as Tench Tilghman reaches out to provide a place of well-being for the
whole family and a space where school success happens every day.

That is my testimony. Thank you for your attention and for all the support you have given
and will continue to give to educational efforts.
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Summary of Notre Dame-AmeriCorps' Involvement in
Family Literacy

Notre Dame-AmeriCorps (NDA) is a public-private partnership beiWeen the

federally-funded AineriCorps program and Notre Dame Mission Vohmteers, which was

started by the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur to serve those who are materially poor

and oppressed. Last September marked the fourth year of this partnership. .Since that

time Notre Dame-AmeriCorps members have been serving in schools, head start

programs, adult education centers, and community outreach centers across the country,

striving to empower the economically disadvantaged. through tutoring and personal

hands-on support. The Program aims to holistically strengthen the community through

their families by focusing on literacy, conflict resolution, parent effectiveness, and after

school enrichment.

We have a total of 93 fiill-time members and 30 full-time EducatiourAward-Only

members serving in the impoverished neighborhoods of Baltimore. Washington D.C.,

Boston, Hartford, Cincinnati, West Virginia, San Francisco Bay Area, New;Meacioo and

Florida. This year our Notre Dame-AmeriCorps members are tutoring more than 1,800

children in reading,nath, and science. In addition, more than 743 children attend after

school programs that are supported by our members. NDA members work with parents

by tutoring over 560 adults in GED. ESL, Adult Basic Education, and Citizenship.

Additionally, more than 575 parents have been involved in parent effectiveness

workshops and family literacy programs supported by our members. Finally, more than

170 parents are volunteering in the schools on a regular basis in part due to the

encouragement and personal relationships developed by our members.

This academic year, our members have served over 140,000 hours. They have also

helped to recruit and supervise over 2,300 volunteers who have in turn given over 14,000

hours of service at NDA sites.
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NDA BalTItIlore-Jcc
By Christy Pardew and Katy Larkin

Julie Community Center (JCL) sits in the heart of
Southeast Baltimore. and has been serving pear
and low -income families in the area since 1975.
However, it was in 1994 that the Julie Center,
with the help of Bobby English, SNO, forged a
partnership between Notre. Dame-AmeriCorps
and two inner -city neighborhood schools City
Springs and General Wolfe Elementary Schools.

As a result, NDA has its roots in Jet, which is
now home to 17NDA-Baltimare members, who are
given continuous guidance and support from Site
Director Mary Lou Monaghan, 5ND. Through The
commitment and service of our NDA members,
this partnership has made a remarkable

.difference In the lives of hundreds of children,
youths and adults alike.

General Wolfe and City Springs each hove six
NDA members, who are trained to perform
Direct Instruction (DI) during the day with one -
on-one tutoring and after-school activities in the
afternoons. DI is a saiptedinstructionel method
that stresses repetition as a learning tool. By
participating in the DI program, we are helping to
reach the goal of the Almeria:Reads Challenge to
have all children 'reading well and independently
by the aid of third grade..

At City Springs our members do a little bit of
everything at the school, but the primary focus is
on the DI program. Local members Harriet
aurtwell, chevelialeing, and Ktvih Toan are all in
their second year of service with NDA at City

. Springs. Harriet works with the second grade and

also in the kindergarten, especially helping to
promote the students' seitlesteetn. Harriet talks
about one of her students echo had no self -
esteem when she first began working with her.

'She was shy and withdraw,' explains Harriet.
'After working with her, talking to her and
praising her, she is finally able to do her work
without crying. She works alone without me
standing over -her. She Is rictiv a very goad
student,'

ICevin Toorts volunteer effbets within the school
have been known long before his membership with
NDA through the Parents on Patrol program.
Kevin's efforts hove expanded even further to
date, as he teaches In grades three and four and
still finds time to serve eta Fathers United
Officer and instructor for the Extended Day
program.

Besides having a new baby an October 26m,
Chevalla King has been bow teaching third grade.
She is proud to report thcetiwhen she and another
volunteer took the class. the children were
reading at the kindergarten level and have since
moved up to the third grade reading book!

Lisa Williams, Michelle Torres. and Ouse Furblur
are first-year members eit City Springs teaching
grUdr3 K-2. Lisa Williams saves In the second
grade during the day and la, the Extended Day
program with Kevin in the aftertwons. She says of
her classroom experience thus far, 'There are a
few students in my class tl4tt were just not

Notre Dame- Amerecorps Markland Assess Baltimore MD 2110
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putting everything they hod into the lessons. As a
result of our one - on-one lessons, I feel that the
progress in them an a daily basis is greatly
improved."

Oty Springs Principal Bernice Whelched has seen
the improvements being made as a result of the
NDA comectian within the school and says in a
recent letter: have not, during the past years
that we have cemented our partnership, had one
worker who was not committed to our school. I
can not begin to thank you for having such a
successful program that helps to ensure all
students meet academic successi
This commitment continues to hold true down the
street of General Wolfe, where six NDA
members are tutoring by day and riming an
after-school program for more than 50 children
late into the afternoon.
Gerald Morton spends a substantial port of his
day working with children with behavioral
problems in the Attitude Adjustment Center. The
highlight of his year, he says, has been worldng
with fair fifth-graders an the school's morning
radio broadcast WOLF radio. It gets my
adrenaline flowing for the day, he exclaims.

Taro Wolferman and LeticioAngulo both work
with first grade. Being a native Puerto Rican,
Leticia has enjoyed using her Spanish skills in
teething English to two students and translating
for their parents. 'My students have improved a
lot,' says Leticia. 'There are cherges In the way
they write, they now know how to read better and
think better, recognize their ABCs. They are
really smart kidst

Christy Pardew also uses her Spanish skills
teaching three Hispanic children, who arrived at
the school in September with no English. 'I think
my best success has been seeing my second -grade
En student really blossom at school,' says
Christy. The first day, he was so overwhelmed.
He spoke no English. Since that day, he has
gained se much confidence and has learned quite a
bit of English.'

Lynn Collins and Jacquette Dickerson are our final
two ,members at General Wolfe. Lynn has recertify
joined us in the past racertilland is teaching in the
kindergarten class. Jacquitta, on the other hand,
has been working at the school for almost four:
years now. This is her firstyear making the NDA
correction, and being a pal, of the program
makes her feel confident to Maw her OVA son is
being tutored by another NDA member over at
City Springs. Iaoquetta siiMds her days teaching
In the fourth and fifth grades at General Wolfe
and speaks far her colleagues when she says,
'Seeing the kids' smiles makes my day."*

Esettpted from Ilwatm. Kind. NDA Newsletter. Volume
Oat:snot Four.
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Opening Statement
Dennis J. Kucinich

Education and the Workforce Committee
May 12, 1999

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I welcome today's discussion on Even Start and

Family Literacy as I believe these programs are a crucial cornerstone in building

our youth's future. Learning should never be restricted to a classroom, and these

programs help make sure that children have the opportunity to continue to learn

outside the classroom.

Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, new studies assert that children's

motivation to succeed in school is influenced by the education achievement of

their parents. Active parental involvement in their child's school influences

student achievement, attendance, motivation, self-concept and behavior. These

latest studies demonstrate the importance of these programs and having parents

serve as the first teacher of their children. We must continue to encourage

parents to stay active in the schooling of their children, and most importantly to

read to their children. Studies have shown that students who come from

households with active parents who read to their children have students that tend

to be higher achievers then parents who do not Parents serve as the role

models for their children and if they do not master the basic skills then they will

be unable to provide a positive educational model for their children, and hinder

their chances for the future.

I welcome the testimony of today's panelists, and hope this committee will

continue to promote measures to encourage our parents and students to learn

and read.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I would like to take this opportunity to
remark on an Even Start success story in, my congressional district. Ms. Tracey Boland is a
single mother of five who lives in Memphis, Tennessee. She had the initiative to do something
positive with her life as well as improve the lives of her children, so she chose to enroll in the
Even Start Program at Alonzo Locke Elementary School, in September of 1997. In February of
1998, she passed the G.E.D. test and began working at Alonzo Locke Elementary as an office
assistant. Currently, Ms. Boland works for the Even Start Program as a data processor. When
asked about the Even Start Program, Tracey Boland explains, "I have made a tremendous change
in my life over the past three years and Even Start has helped me to become a successful,
independent person. I have been given the opportunity to work for Memphis City Schools and
help other parents in the program reach for success. I feel better about myself and my life
because I don't have to depend on the government for assistance.

Ms. Boland's story is indicative of the opportunity for fundamental change and progress
that is provided by the Even Start Program. Tennessee has 25 Even Start project sites that help
place parents into the classroom and launch them into careers. The effectiveness of Even Start is
demonstrated by the enrolled adult's improvement in literacy, parenting skills, skills-based
knowledge, and parent-child interaction. These gains are received by the child as well through
improvement in child development and school readiness and performance.

Even Start success stories can be found nationwide. As we prepare to reauthorize the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) we must continue to support the program and
keep in mind that Title I allocations for Even Start play a critical role in schoolwide programs by
improving student achievement. The Title I program with its high standards, flexibility and
accountability, can be used to extend family literacy services and support the critical parental role
in a child's education.
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